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and Electro-magnetic Pulse Technologies that Intruder ET Visitors are using to manipulate
human
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and Electro-magnetic Pulse Technologies that Intruder ET Visitors are using to manipulate
human
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which the creative pulse of the God-Mind perpetually spirals its consciousness into
individuation
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or accept the impulse for evolution as set by the Seed of Consciousness. Through
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a 10-code pulse? (a) The Stargates couldn"t open properly (b) Miasms
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a 10-code pulse? (a) The Stargates couldn"t open properly (b) Miasms
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wave pattern that pulses and emanates from a unit or a tone of sound
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actually groups of pulses of 12. A Monad is the next level (after

originally the ___ pulse. (a) Andromeda (b) Lyran (c) Orion (
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of codes ofthe pulse you came into manifestation on? (a) Ascended Master level
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on the same pulse of consciousness as us-humans came in on exactly the

exactly the same pulse. Our family link is established when we re-twist our

re-twist our pulse of consciousness with the codes ofthe God Seed. • This
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of the original pulse of consciousness, but when they severed (through Monadic reversal)

perpetual energy being pulsed through them from Source. They are still existing within
Source,
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on the same pulse of consciousness as us. Humans came in on exactly the

exactly the same pulse. Our family link is established when we re-twist our

re-twist our pulse of consciousness with the codes ofthe God Seed. This energy

time there were pulses of consciousness that came in together & they were all

they were all pulses of light. There were no Illuminati at that point in
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natural set of impulses that come down through this line of communication. But the

is a natural pulse oftheir consciousness. 1
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natural set of impulses that come down through this line of communication. But the

is a natural pulse oftheir consciousness. 1
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one of the pulses of consciousness that came purely out of the Melchizedek Cloister,

from one ofthe pulses of consciousness that came out of another God Seed, that"s
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telepathic energy-vibration-impulse that yes, it sounds like words, but my ears don"t
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one of the pulses of consciousness that came purely out of the Melchizedek Cloister,

from one ofthe pulses of consciousness that came out of another God Seed, that"s
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telepathic energy-vibration-impulse that yes, it sounds like words, but my ears don"t
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urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions and feelings that often work counter to the
life
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Complex the electrical impulse, chemical and hormonal relationships between the 10th -
Dimensional Shara
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of electro-tonal impulse conversation, translation and distribution through the brain, Central
Nervous System

operations of electrical impulse and chemical translation and transfer throughout the brain
and body
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Complex, the electrical impulse and chemical translation and regulatory system that governs
the 4th
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transmute into electrical impulse that manifests as configurations with the blood chemistry
and within

These synthesized electrical impulses are further projected through the scalar-wave grids that
hold
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accepting compatible electrical impulses from the higher dimensional Hova Bodies. This
Kathara Grid blockage
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of electro-tonal impulse born of Partiki Phasing. The energy of your higher stations
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Radial Bodies), rhythmic pulses of Conscious Primal Life Force Currents enter the species and

Page:  271



manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the Chemically Translated
Holographic Image

template blueprint. This Pulse of Consciousness continues to expand from the Kathara Grid
and

Currents continually carry pulses of the individuated consciousness through the Transduction
Sequence from the
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traveling on one Pulse of Consciousness fully expands (fully "Activates ") into

externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the synchronized
mathematical programs of

rhythms at which Pulses of Life Force Current will be released through the Planetary

Planet releases "Pulses of Time". NOTE: The linear time experience of life forms

of progressively accelerating Pulses of Time that collectively form the linear time-progression
continuum

10. As one Pulse of Time/Consciousness brings its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass

next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the next portion of the Kathara

As the new Pulse enters the Transduction Sequence and begins Expansion toward
manifestation, the

manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a
back-

11 . As pulse-1 contracts its hologram program moving backward through the Transduction

Past" moment, the pulse-2 simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward
through the

moving "Past" pulse-1 and forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Levels, in the Transduction

This "past pulsefuture pulse intersection point" is called the Eiron (E"r-on)
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moving "Past" pulse-1 and the forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Meajhe Layer Eiros (

the returning contracting pulse-1 passes through the Trion Layer and into the Meajhon

as the returning pulse-1 retreats, back through its Radial Tile, the incoming pulse-

Tile, the incoming pulse-2, carrying the next blueprint coding, Q simultaneously passes
through

with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint.@ At this momentpoint, the hologram template from the

"future moment" pulse~2 and expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. 14. As

expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. 14. As pulse-2 picks up the pulse-

blueprint. 14. As pulse-2 picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile, @he



picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile, @he retreating pulse-1 , which

@he retreating pulse-1 , which now holds the Radial Tile blueprint in

with the incoming pulse-2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first

pulse-2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first Radial Tile; the

Tile; the incoming pulse-2, holding the blueprint n forward mathematical sequence as
Meajhon

~the retreating pulse-1 , holding the blueprint in reverse mathematical sequence as

and contracting/retreating pulses collide with the blueprint "sequence and anti-sequence", the

anti-sequence", the pulse-1 reversed Trion Radial "Anti-Tile" fuses with the

Eiros, the incoming pulse-2 is momentarily held static as it leaves a new

Tile holds the pulse-1+pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the entire

the pulse-1+pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the entire externalized Hologram

transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile,
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which cause erratic impulses of behavior, thought, emotion and physical illness, as they seek
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Covert Electro-Magnetic Pulse and Scalar Technologies, HAARP, Remote Viewing
Technologies, Intruder ET Treaties,
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Holographic Inserts, Phantom Pulse Testing, Kosovo, the Manhattan Vortex, Jerusalem and
China. 3. Search,
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using EMP Phantom Pulse transmissions (Kosovo, US, Jerusalem, China) to set in motion

ULF EM Phantom Pulse transmissions between 12/31/1999 - 1/1/2000 to
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through EM Phantom Pulse technology run through key portions of the Earth"s Ley Lines.

transmit an unnatural pulse, called a 1 0-Code pulse through the Ley Lines.

1 0-Code pulse through the Ley Lines. This will work like a computer

natural 12-Code Pulse, the b~o-energetic balances of the grid will be

the 12-Code Pulse through the grid, to over-ride and realign the 10-

the 10-Code Pulse before it intersects with Giza on 1/1/2000. We

1 0-Code Pulse on 12/31/99-1/1/2000, we will next
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represent a continual pulse of energetic substance that moves from the God-Seed into
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chemical and electrical impulse instructions within the body, directing the functions of and
manifestations

Page:  53

and electro-magnetic pulses) which serve as navigational directions for the flow of energy
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is a natural impulse, which relates directly to Cosmic Order and its cycles (
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MF, are stationary pulses of energy which flash on and off, forming what is
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through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals consciousness into individuation and
manifest
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or accept the impulse for evolution, as set by the seed of consciousness. Through
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form of electrical impulse. Through the natural bio-chemical and electrical translation
processes inherent

words as electrical impulse patterns. Image translation came in the same way, no mental

clearly felt electrical impulses that carried complete images. My mind just knew the audio

of the electrical impulses, as if the impulses bypassed sensory translation and appeared as

as if the impulses bypassed sensory translation and appeared as direct cognition. Later I
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present time) electrical impulse patterns. All of you have translation abilities to some degree,

Through manipulating the impulse codes intrinsic to the human biology literal "reality
pictures"

Page:  28

quite easy to impulse the base DNA codes of humans to carry an altered

Page:  31

can only translate impulses that fall within its range of frequency, so within abductions

greater variety of"impulse packages." Alterations that take place during such experiences
may take

interplay of electrical impulse manifestations. The "result" appears to your conscious mind to

Page:  35

to follow the impulse of soul, though it is in the human"s best interest
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distorting the electrical impulse patterns to the brain, as well as the chemical balances
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as erratic electrical impulse which will throw the emotional balance "out of whack"
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hold residual electrical impulses from the original pattern. Your species is presently suffering
from

Page:  81

altering the electrical impulse patterns and thus the chemical and hormonal operations within
the
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activated by energy impulsed from the Soul Matrix to set in motion the latent

add new "impulse receivers" to the neurological structure and strengthen the nerve fibers



load" of electrical impulse. Without these alterations the human body cannot translate
frequency that
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would receive direct impulse from soul that would direct it toward the action-in-

a strong instinctual impulse it would remain under the full control and direction of
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be activated by impulse from the Soul Matrix and yet another stage of growth

world of emotional impulse using the limited conceptual basis the five senses provided. 97

Page:  99

and reorganized, as impulsed by the Soul Matrix, as you evolved through time. As

planned, following the impulses generated through the Soul Matrix cycles, your physical form
and

within the electrical impulse patterns being sent by the Soul Matrix. These distortions served
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as errant emotional impulse, creating overly aggressive and inappropriate emotional reaction
patterns that entered

these unorganized electrical impulses, and the chemical and hormonal process of the body
became

and the divergent impulses arising from the mutation. Through the intuitive facility emotional
impulses

intuitive facility emotional impulses could once again be synthesized through the body and
into

the excessive electrical impulses from the distorted emotional codes would have overloaded
the biocircuitry

overload of electrical impulses coming into the body from the DNA and "fight
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will find many impulses that do not fit within your ideas of "acceptability."

will begin to impulse you toward the actions necessary in the outside world that
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and follow the impulses of the Soul Matrix. Biologically you are accelerating in evolution
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form of electrical impulse patterns, and these patterns set the manifestation cycles of
chemical

symptoms of electrical impulse abnormalities stored within the cells, and these abnormalities
arise when



patterns of electrical impulse that the body is oriented to synthesize. What you repress

the repressed electrical impulse patterns causing the imbalances will be "plugged in" to

mal-aligned electrical impulse patterns are assimilated and released through the conscious
mind, so

those mal-aligned impulses. Your traditions have much to learn in regard to the
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ordered, sequential electrical impulse patterns existing within cellular structure, and you do
not comprehend
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patterns of electrical impulse) to communicate to you whether or not the subject has
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the ability to impulse the mental and emotional awareness through the Keylonta Codes of

pregnancy are being impulsed to do so by the abductors who silently watch over
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discern between emotional impulses coming from her own subconscious and those being
transmitted through

experimenting with electrical impulse as a method to stimulate brain function. You have
recently
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of coded electrical impulse, but also stores the very codes of translation, the Keylonta

"cellular alphabet" impulses of electromagnetic energy are aligned and ordered, much as
words

sequentially arranged electromagnetic impulses) that can be arranged in many ways to form
"
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or fixed electromagnetic impulse patterns, but each sense translates into meaning only the "

sequences of electromagnetic impulse patterns) that use its natural language. As the biology
receives

the original electromagnetic impulse sequences that were picked up by the individual sense
facilities)

energy, or electrical impulse you have sent. The "alphabet" within the cells will

will translate that impulse into perceptual data characteristic to the particular electromagnetic
codes or
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combinations" (electromagnetic impulse sequence patterns) are used to carry different
meanings. Actual abduction
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you through the impulses of your own brain wave patterns. These professional communities
we
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and stores directional impulses from the Superconscious Mind, through which the body
receives its

Page:  139

relay directional electrical impulse and information from the Soul Matrix/Superconscious Mind
into Cellular

form of electrical impulse from the Soul Matrix into the Subconscious Mind/Cellular Memory.

to the guiding impulses of the Superconscious Mind. Due to ancient DNA manipulations of

code the electrical impulses from the Soul Matrix are unable to fully process into

the body. The impulses "pool" within the bio-energetic field creating an area

Page:  140

manifestation. Assimilates electrical impulse data from other Components of Mind, translates
these impulses into

Mind, translates these impulses into patterns recognizable to the waking personality and
assists in

to assimilate electrical impulses from all fields of perception into a solidified and coherent
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communicated via electrical impulses sent into the HU-1 body through the Instinctual Mind.

to override the impulses sent to it by the Soul Matrix, but the highest
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All of these impulses are coming out of releasing the fetal imprint. Someday, if

Page:  38

a ten-code pulse, which means the star gates did not open properly and
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EMP TECHNOLOGIES, SCALAR-PULSE BIO-NEUROLOGICAL BLOCKING, FREQUENCY FENCE,
HOLOGRAPHIC INSERT, AUDIO INSERT, FREQUENCY

Page:  101

variety of electrical-impulse languages and "direct cognition." The "language barrier" between

into the electrical impulse language of the multidimensional levels of mind. The Ego Mind

Page:  102

carry the electrical impulse translation of the Symbol-Code. This is called Symbol-Code

Page:  107

tonal vibration electrical impulse within the body"s scalar template. The electrical impulses
emerging from

template. The electrical impulses emerging from oral and written language forms effect the
functions

sequenced, interdimensional electrical impulses within the body"s scalar-wave template. This
mathematical formula for

directing interdimensional electrical impulse through the body and DNA template serves to
block, disengage

function override frequency-pulse technolog ies. This echnique is alsc useful in blocking the

EMP and Scalar-Pulse technologies Vis ualize the Epsilon Symbol in the color-frequency
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they are being impulsed to do subliminally. You have the Drac agenda, which is
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by the electrical pulse which rapidly and frequencies that are in the buffer zone,

transmutes into electrical pulse. "Now, they went on to describe ... We got

Page:  7

Density 2 electrical pulse, as the Density 1 Telluric Shield (Earth"s Template) begins

Page:  13

electrons, nic electrical impulse. protons, neutrons and atoms in Density 2. "What I
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12 12-Code Pulse as the 2000AD-20 17 AD SAC commenced, at which
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tonal vibration electrical impulse within the body"s scalar template. The electrical impulses
emerging from

template. The electrical impulses emerging from oral and written language forms effect the
functions

sequenced, interdimensional electrical impulses within the body"s scalar-wave template. This
mathematical formula for

directing interdimensional electrical impulse through the body and DNA template serves to
block, disengage

EMP and Scalar-Pulse technologies. 1. Visualize the Epsilon Symbol in the color-frequency
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Atlantis, sending EM Pulse from Bruah Generator Crystals to Giza, causing major flooding via

Page:  159

Brenaui, 10-Code Pulse & pole shift 5 Urtite-Cioister Human: Round-2 subterranean

Page:  215

12 12-Code-Pulse and links Earth"s Planetary Shields to their "Divine Blueprint"

D-10- Code Pulse. In 46,459BC the original "Sphinx" portal fortification monument of

begin 12-Code-Pulse activation in April 2003 for the first time since 208,2016BC,

Page:  219

~ current Uses"Trumpet Pulse" •• • ~"1"-<...-.--f+~- i technology. Connects to PV5~_,

Page:  221

Ethnic Virus/ Sonic Pulse Un-natural Disaster program testing for intended reduction of
human

Page:  222

Solar Flare/Red Pulse crisis point. GA implements 11 :11/12:12 Frequency

prevent 1973 Red Pulse destruction, initiate Solar SG-4 repairs. Anunnaki begin regaining
strength

using "Phantom Pulse" tracer sub-space electrical transmissions along known electrical lines
for

Page:  223

the WW3 drama; pulses slow-release, intended to take effect end 2002-2003. •

a 12-Code Pulse during 1/1/2000 Grounding of Stellar Bridge. Emerald Covenant

mass 12-Code-Pulse can activate in Earth"s Templar before 2003. • 2000 July

begin 12-Code-Pulse grid re-ceding and Human DNA Template Clearing. • 2000

advance 12-Code-Pulse clearings, threatens to override ALL OWO agendas by bu ilding

Sonic Amplification Slow pulses" from Chihuahua, Mexico and Lake Titicaca, Peru. NCT-Bases.



•

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse passes through SG-2 Gru-AI Point Sarasota, FL as

"rapid release" pulse along Amplification Slow-Pulse frequency to attack RRT group in

along Amplification Slow-Pulse frequency to attack RRT group in hope of preventing
September

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse continues along Ley Line-4 to intersect/bond with Titicaca

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse at Axiatonal Line-7 (70W Longitude). Bonded Sonic Pulse

Longitude). Bonded Sonic Pulse drawn through Phoenix and Falcon Wormholes to SG-3
Bermuda

Base. Sonic Amplification Pulse charge collects at Bermuda NCT-Base. • 2001 September 11:

Event". Sonic Amplification Pulse combined with "Trumpet" long-range remote pulses from
Phantom

long-range remote pulses from Phantom Sirius A, Arcturus and Trapezium Orion "Dove"

combined Trumpet/Slow-Pulse sub-space sonic pulses, sent from Bermuda Base to NY

sub-space sonic pulses, sent from Bermuda Base to NY and The MCEO Freedom

Page:  224

41h "Trumpet Pulse" not sent to Philadelphia target, as 4th terrorist plane "

to hide Sonic Pulse activity damage to the WTC and Pentagon buildings. The MCEO

Page:  225

Sub-Space Sonic Pulse Projection Map The UIR began activation of Phoenix Matrix Spike

lnfrasound sonic scalar pulse transmission, creating a "Trigger Event" to expedite their OWO

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulses launched, one from Aguascalientes (Cue Site-4)/ Chihuahua (

·. 3. PULSE-1: Pulse travels east on L4 to Gru-AL SG-

3. PULSE-1: Pulse travels east on L4 to Gru-AL SG-2 San~

Psychotronlc "fast pulse" launched September 3 along PULSE-11n UIR attempt to sabotage

September 3 along PULSE-11n UIR attempt to sabotage Gru-AL RRT. PULSE-1

Gru-AL RRT. PULSE-1 splits Into L2 Gru·AIIIne and passes through

on September 3. PULSE-1 then re-mergeFs on L4, " 1 travels east

L ~ 2. PULSE-1: Pulse travels northwest On IH-4 to PSG·

2. PULSE-1: Pulse travels northwest On IH-4 to PSG·3 Chihuahua

Giza Line. 1. PULSE-1: UIR Initiate Amplification Slow-pulse-1 from Q-4

Initiate Amplification Slow-pulse-1 from Q-4 Aguascallentes . • Mexico, August 12,2001

7: Two Slow-pulses intersect and blend at Phoenix Wormhole A7/l4 then travel

Phantom lnfrasound Sonic pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding
Amplification Slow-pulses released



corresponding Amplification Slow-pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to
activate

the lnfrasound Sonic Pulse damage to Spike Site buildings. Philadelphia Independence Hall
Spike Site

but UIR Trumpet Pulses not launched due to "Cover Plane" crash. 1995 Oklahoma

Drakonlan lnfrasound sonic pulses; Parallel Earth SG·5 and the PH-5 "

used for these pulses. The Waco/Oklahoma City events arose prior to formation of

natural 12-Code Pulse, preventing this type of abusive technology, but full protection will

lnfrasound sonic scalar Pulse covert weapons and Psychotronics (biological targeting). Maharlc
Seal and

Page:  227

Terrorist Attack" sonic pulses. • 2001·2002: MM-Ts #s 1·

natural D-12 pulse. The cleared MM·T #10 will then transmit

Page:  238

Radial Bodies), rhythmic pulses of Conscious Primal Life Force Currents enter the species and

Page:  239

manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the Chemically Translated
Holographic Image

template blueprint. This Pulse of Consciousness continues to expand from the Kathara Grid
and

Currents continually carry pulses of the individuated consciousness through the Transduction
Sequence from the

Page:  240

traveling on one Pulse of Consciousness fully expands (fully "Activates") into the

externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the synchronized
mathematical programs of

rhythms at which Pulses of Life Force Current will be released through the Planetary

Planet releases "Pulses of Time". NOTE: The linear time experience of life forms

of progressively accelerating Pulses of Time that collectively form the linear time-progression
continuum

10. As one Pulse of Time/Consciousness brings its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass

next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the next portion of the Kathara

As the new Pulse enters the Transduction Sequence and begins Expansion toward
manifestation, the

manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a
back-

Units) 11. As pulse-1 contracts its hologram program moving backward through the
Transduction



Past" moment, the pulse-2 simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward
through the

moving "Past" pulse-1 and forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Levels, in the Transduction

This "past pulse-future pulse intersection point" is called the Eiron (E"r-

past pulse-future pulse intersection point" is called the Eiron (E"r-on) Point,

Page:  241

moving "Past" pulse-1 and the forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Meajhe Layer Eiros (

the returning contracting pulse-1 passes through the Trion Layer and into the Meajhon

as the returning pulse-1 retreats, back through its Radial Tile, the incoming pulse-

Tile, the incoming pulse-2, carrying the next blueprint coding, Q simultaneously passes
through

with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint.@ At this moment-point, the hologram template from

"future moment" pulse-2 and expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-

expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-1 Blueprint one Harmonic up .•

Blue rint 2 PULSE #2 PULSE #1 Moment 1 14. As pulse-

PULSE #2 PULSE #1 Moment 1 14. As pulse-2 picks up

1 14. As pulse-2 picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile, @ the

picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile, @ the retreating pulse-1, which now

@ the retreating pulse-1, which now holds the Radial Tile blueprint in reverse

with the incoming pulse-2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first

pulse-2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first Radial Tile; the

Tile; the incoming pulse-2, holding the blueprint n forward mathematical sequence as
Meajhon

Units,~the retreating pulse-1, holding the blueprint in reverse mathematical sequence as
Trion

and contracting/retreating pulses collide with the blueprint "sequence and anti-sequence", the

anti-sequence", the pulse-1 reversed Trion Radial "Anti-Tile" fuses with the

Eiros, the incoming pulse-2 is momentarily held static as it leaves a new

Tile holds the pulse-1+pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the entire

the pulse-1+pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the entire externalized Hologram

transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile,

moment progression"; the pulse-1 program becomes "memory" of the "Past" moment,

"Past" moment, pulse-2 the "Present". The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series



Page:  255

"Trumpet" Phantom Pulse; Dove/Phoenix/Serpent APINs "on line" with Falcon Wormhole.

Fence/ Psycho-tronic Pulse Program transmits.WTC/Pentagon Disaster Trigger Event OWO
WW3 agenda.

LPIN.UIR Trumpet Pulse Falcon-Phoenix Wormhole merger attempt. NCT-Bases Lake Titicaca
Peru,

UIR "Phantom Pulse" assaults attempt to prevent Wormhole Capping; potential excessive
storm activity

Page:  256

Trapezium Orion/HAARP pulse attempt to destroy SG-12; "Golden Censer" Revelation.
720,000

Page:  257

UIR "BeaST Pulse" weapon. UIR intend to use 2011 BeaST Pulse and Trumpet

use 2011 BeaST Pulse and Trumpet Pulse to reactivate 7 Jehovian Seals, uncap/merge

Pulse and Trumpet Pulse to reactivate 7 Jehovian Seals, uncap/merge Falcon-Phoenix
Wormholes

GA block BeaST Pulse, prevent 2011 Final Conflict Drama UIR invasion. 2012 December: Early
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Scalar Standing-Waves/pulses of consciousness; carriers of the Eternal Life Stream. The
Unified

Field, the Eckasha Pulse and Flashlines (Partiki Phasing) and the Cosmic Ka-Tha-

flash synchronization of pulses of consciousness; Partiki Phasing); sets Particle Pulsation
Rhythm or the

angles at which pulses of consciousness/flashlines cross through each other to form
dimensions);
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Radial Bodies), rhythmic pulses of Conscious Primal Life Force Currents enter the species and
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manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the Chemically Translated
Holographic Image

template blueprint. This Pulse of Consciousness continues to expand from the Kathara Grid
and

Currents continually carry pulses of the individuated consciousness through the Transduction
Sequence from the
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traveling on one Pulse of Consciousness, fully expands (fully "Activates") into the

externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from the synchronized
mathematical programs of

rhythms at which Pulses of Life Force Current will be released through the Planetary

Planet releases "Pulses of Time". t: NOTE: The linear time experience of life

of progressively accelerating Pulses of Time that collectively form the linear time-progression
continuum

10. As one Pulse of Time/Consciousness brings its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass

next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the next portion of the Kathara

As the new Pulse enters the Transduction Sequence and begins Expansion toward
manifestation, the

manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram begins Contraction, entering a
backreturn



Units) 11. As pulse-1 contracts, its hologram program moving backward through the
Transduction

Past" moment, the pulse-2 simultaneously expands its hologram program, moving forward
through the

moving "Past" pulse-1 and forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Levels, in the Transduction

This "past pulse-future pulse inters.ection point" is called the Eiron (

past pulse-future pulse inters.ection point" is called the Eiron (E"r-on)
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moving "Past" pulse-1 and the forward moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect

moving "Future" pulse-2 intersect at the Radial Body Meajhe Layer Eiros (

returning contracti"l.Q. pulse-1 passes through the Trion Layer and into the Meajhon

Layer Eiros, during pulse-1 "s incoming passage. Just as the returning pulse-

as the returning pulse-1 retreats back through its Radial Tile, the incoming pulse-

Tile, the incoming pulse-2, carrying the next blueprint coding, Q simultaneously passes
through

with the incoming pulse-2 blueprint @At this moment-point, the hologram template

"future moment" pulse-2 and expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-

expanded by the pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-1 Blueprint one Harmonic up
Dormant

1 Blueprint 2 PULSE #2 PULSE #1 Blueprint 1 t-2 +

PULSE #2 PULSE #1 Blueprint 1 t-2 + Memory-1 ·

t 14. As pulse-2 picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile @the

picks up the pulse-1 Radial Tile @the retreating pulse-1 , which

@the retreating pulse-1 , which now holds the Radial Tile blueprint in

with the incoming pulse- 2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first

pulse- 2. Both pulses carry the common blueprint of the first Radial Tile; the

Tile; the incoming pulse-2, holding the blueprint in forward mathematical sequence as
Meajhon

~ the retreating pulse-1 , holding the blueprint in reverse mathematical sequence as

and contracting/retreating pulses collide with the blueprint "sequence and anti-sequence", the

anti-sequence", the pulse-1, reversed Trion Radial "Anti-Tile" fuses with the

Eiros, the incoming pulse-2 is momentarily held static as it leaves a new

Tile holds the pulse- 1 +pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the

pulse- 1 +pulse-2 program. At this moment-point the entire externalized Hologram

transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the first Radial Tile,



moment progression"; the pulse-1 program becomes "memory" of the "Past" moment,

"Past" moment, pulse-2 the "Present". The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Amoraea Wave circulates pulses of living God consciousness between God Source and the
eternal

as it circulates pulses of living God consciousness, the Eternal Life Stream, perpetually into

Page:  76

that transmits new pulses of God Force from the ManU Window and expands it

Page:  120

urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions and feelings that often work counter to the
life
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into slower moving pulses, then transmitted into Earth"s Shields to activate the Planetary
Templar.

down-step the pulse of the Primal Currents and transm it them to the

the faster-moving pulses of Primal Currents and they would instead cause Earth to

Page:  147

1 0-Code Pulse & pole shift • 208.1 OOBC -5 Urtite-Cioister

Page:  166

rotates slowly and pulses in a gentle rhythm, on every pulsation releasing a pale-

of each gentle pulse of the subtle Celestite Wave, or "C. WAVE" field

the C.WAVE pulses moving through your body, INHALE Maharic Current up to the
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glows and gently pulses, sending Rays of Pale Silver-blue energy outward through and

field with every pulse. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  198

Ethnic Virusl Sonic Pulse Un-natural Disaster program testing for intended reduction of human

Page:  199

Solar Flare/Red Pulse crisis point. GA implements 11 :11/12:12 Frequency

prevent 1973 Red Pulse destruction, initiate Solar SG-4 repairs. Anunnaki begin regaining
strength

using "Phantom Pulse" tracer sub-space electrical transmissions along known electrical lines
for



Page:  200

the WW3 drama; pulses slow-release, intended to take effect end 2002-2003. •

a 12-Code Pulse during 1/1/2000 Grounding of Stellar Bridge. Emerald Covenant

mass 12-Code-Pulse can activate in Earth"s Templar before 2003. • 2000 July

begin 12-Code-Pulse grid re-coding and Human DNA Template Clearing. • 2000

advance 12-Code-Pulse clearings, threatens to override ALL OWO agendas by building
Planetary

Sonic Amplification Slow pulses" from Chihuahua, Mexico and Lake Titicaca Peru. NCT-Bases.
•

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse passes through SG-2 Gru-AI Point Sarasota, FL as

"rapid release" pulse along Amplification SlowPulse frequency to attack RRT group in hope

pulse along Amplification SlowPulse frequency to attack RRT group in hope of preventing
September
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Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse continues along Ley Line-4 to intersect/bond with Titicaca

Sonic Amplification Slow-Pulse at Axiatonal Line-7 (?OW Longitude). Bonded Sonic Pulse

Longitude). Bonded Sonic Pulse drawn through Phoenix and Falcon Wormholes to SG-3
Bermuda

Base. Sonic Amplification Pulse charge collects at Bermuda NCT-Base. • 2001 September 11:

Event". Sonic Amplification Pulse combined with "Trumpet" long-range remote pulses from
Phantom

long-range remote pulses from Phantom Sirius A, Arcturus and Trapezium Orion "Dove"

combined Trumpet/Slow-Pulse sub-space sonic pulses, sent from Bermuda Base to NY

sub-space sonic pulses, sent from Bermuda Base to NY and DC targets, via

4th "Trumpet Pulse" not sent to Philadelphia target, as 4th terrorist plane "

to hide Sonic Pulse activity damage to the WTC and Pentagon buildings. The MCEO

Page:  212

rotates slowly, and pulses in a gentle rhythm, on every pulsation releasing a pale,
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of each gentle pulse of the subtle Azurite Wave field, (or "A.

Page:  219

tear drop" which pulses with a repeating cycle of Pale Turquoise, Pale Yellow &

Page:  229

& Golden Censer Pulse, the Golden Arches & Stonehenge Initiation of the inorganic Blue



"Golden Censer" pulse into our Universal-GalacticPlanetary Shields. The natural Gold Wave
Monadic

"Golden Censer Pulse", created by the Wesedaks as part of the BeaST Machine,

the Golden Censer Pulse becomes a progressively intensifying, constant arc of Base-8 D8R
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inorganic Golden Censer Pulse began Initiation of the Gold Wave Arc and Golden Censer
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pending Solar Red Pulse can be averted. The HEThar-0 Cycle, which began initiation

of Solar Red Pulse destruction upon anchoring of the BeaST"s Blue Sword during the
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(thought-action impulses). However, some are keyed to the Shadow, some to Wesedak,

a thought-action impulse. The first thought-action impulse you might encounter from this

first thought-action impulse you might encounter from this point is to sneak preview
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• Transmuting passive impulse to assertive action • Overcoming "Victim" consciousness
through embodiment
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• Transmuting aggressive impulse to assertive action • Overcome "Victim" consciousness
through embodiment

and/or aggressive impulse into balanced action • Overcoming "Victim-Victimizer""
consciousness via
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(thought-action impulses). However, some are keyed to the Shadow, some to Wesedak,

a thought-action impulse. The first thought-action impulse you might encounter from this

first thought-action impulse you might encounter from this point is to sneak preview
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"imprisons" this impulse. Addictions: "Rightness", superior judgment, tranquilizers; Goal:
Control of "
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human"s primitive emotional impulses. The Second strand distortion also made it impossible
for these

Page:  69

high-powered electromagnetic pulse (EMP) through the Arc of the Covenant and into

sent precise EM pulse patterns into the Arc of the Covenant, the Sphere of

destroyer beam EM pulse through the Arc of the Covenant, the EM pulse intercepted

Covenant, the EM pulse intercepted the Sphere of Amenti with its security seal. The

allow the EM pulse to travel into the Amenti Sphere, but instead created a

sent the EM pulse into a state of fission. The exploding energies focused in
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by the EM-pulse transmission from the Great Crystal. The Sphere of Amenti began
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form of electrical impulse within the consciousness, and when the consciousness returned to
the

body these electrical impulses would be translated through the body into coherent,
sequential memory
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memory. The electrical impulses within the consciousness, within which the imprint of higher
dimensional
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of the electrical impulses from the 10th-12th overtones of DNA strand 3. Strand
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broadcast specific electromagnetic pulses directly into Earth"s D- 1 Merkaba Field at the
center
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began beaming electromagnetic pulses into the Sun. Using these EM pulses, the following



effects

Using these EM pulses, the following effects were created: The spin of the base
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Flame and Red Pulse In January of 1972 members of the Sirian Council, Sirian-
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called a Red Pulse (red denoting its D-1 frequency), and it constitutes

As the Red Pulse Wave of Flame would be coming in on the electrical

of the Red Pulse could not enter Earth"s grid, or the grids of the
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begin transmitting EM pulses through the Earth"s grid, which would serve to reconstruct their

broadcasting their EM pulse Frequency Fence as close to 2012 as possible, while still

broadcasting their EM pulses no later than 2006. If they began broadcasting too soon,
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very specific EM pulses, at very specific angles through the Earth"s grid. The Zetas

of their EM pulses. If the Merkaba Fields of Earth were rapidly accelerated, which

Frequency Fence EM pulses could not reach. The Dracos-Zeta Resistance would not have
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form of electromagnetic impulses, into the DNA strands you have already built and activated.

the past memory impulses stored in your DNA; add new past memories and new
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broadcast the EM pulses of their Frequency Fence through the pulsation rhythms of HU-

the ULF EM pulses of the Frequency Fence the Dracos-Zetas plan to use
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broadcasting the EM pulses of the Frequency Fence in 2004 and beam in Holographic
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stopped the Red Pulse/Wave of Solar Flame from moving through Earth and neighboring
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Zetas to electrically impulse human biochemical response patterns and behavior, through
subliminal manipulation of

Page:  201



broadcast the EM pulses of their intended Frequency Fence. If the Interior Government and

to Begin EM Pulses of Frequency Fence. If the Dracos-Zeta Resistance is successful

the base EM pulses of the Frequency Fence, from several underground base locations. The

the foreign EM pulses used in the Frequency Fence. If transmission of the Frequency

Frequency Fence base pulses begins, an undetectable ULF "phantom" electrical pulse will
begin

"phantom" electrical pulse will begin to be trans- 201
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stations. The phantom pulse will follow the natural flow of electricity from main power

ULF EM phantom pulse will create a subtle disruption within the bio-energetic fields

Inserts and subliminally impulse human behavioral response patterns directly through the
subconscious mind and

of subsequent EM pulses, which will serve to reinforce the bio-neurological programming of

powerful, advanced, EM pulse technology of which the Resistance is in possession and now

command of EM pulse mechanics, and so will be unable to create technological protection

before the EM pulse transmissions begin, than it will be to reverse the effects
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Photo-sonic scalar pulse technology that can harness human brain-wave patterns via bio-

bio-neurological scalar pulse transmission 241
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Atlantis, sending EM Pulse from Bruah Generator Crystals to Giza, causing major flooding via

Page:  313

ofBrenaui, 10-Code Pulse and pole shift 208,100 BC-Urtite-Cloister Human: Round-2
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of EM scalar pulse technologies. During our Labor Day 2001 workshop of September 1-
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ULF EM scalar pulse transmission. If the UIR was successful in their intention of

a 12-code Pulse before the end of 2002, if the 2003-2008 pole
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Network for scalar pulse transmission in 1942, in an unsuccessful attempt to block Zeta

Mechanics and scalar pulse technologies. The recently revealed Selenite caves in Mexico are a

a 12-Code Pulse, as this would place these Planetary Templar Control scalar pulse



Templar Control scalar pulse transmission stations out of the UIR"s D-11 frequency range.

Page:  327

Fence SubULF scalar pulse program. During the GNEieyani Labor Day 200 1 workshop of

intended 12-Code Pulse re-programming before 2003. GA Templar Mechanics conducted
during the

natural 12-Code Pulse, the main planetary Axiatonal Line connected to Montauk, which had

UIR global scalar pulse transmission. By September 200 1 the UIR had activated, and

their 12-Code Pulse re-programming of the Nibiruian Crystal Temple Network and Earth"s
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its global scalar pulse transmission network. The UIR"s schedule of advancing their Illuminati
OWO
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natural 12-Code Pulse the 24 Nibiruian Crystal Temple Network transmission sites. More
disturbingly,
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of Psychotronic scalar-pulse technology called a "Phantom Pulse" would be transmitted to

a "Phantom Pulse" would be transmitted to key locations on Earth via the

The "Phantom Pulses" would progressively amplify over time, beginning within the areas of

of the Phantom Pulse transmissions was to progressively send digitally encoded Psychotronic
Mind Control

until the Phantom Pulses had reached a critical mass transmission strength in Earth"s grids.

of Three Phantom Pulses, directed to American targets, was issued by the UIR. The

UIR. The first pulse sequence was sent into the Roswell, NM, vortex system, the

set of Phantom Pulses was intended to be issued into Primary Vortex-2 Jerusalem,

"first phase" pulses were scheduled for China on December 12, 1999. All of

Psychotronic scalar Phantom Pulses as scheduled. 9 The information pertaining to the
Anunnaki-Dracos-

first wave Phantom Pulse transm1ss10ns was obtained by Enoch, the Density-3 Immortal
Jehovian

prevent the Phantom Pulse transmissions 330
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agenda and Phantom Pulse technologies can be stopped. The Emerald Covenant nations, with
help

"12-Code Pulse" during the "Transcendence Day Stand" of January 1, 2000.

Page:  332



"jamming" scalar pulse frequencies to "retain their privacy." "Remote Viewing," or
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targeted remote scalar pulse transmission, causing the individuals to fall into Illuminati mind
control

via digital scalar pulse into the subject"s mind. The subject experiences them as "

the intended scalar pulse transmitting facility, the Tag will fail to operate. For this

serve as scalar pulse relay stations for roving Tag activation. People can easily protect
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Planetary Shields scalar-pulse interference creates perceptual "buffer screens" even to the D-

progressive 12-Code Pulse 10. "Galactic Federation" has been the primary "NET
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optics, digital, EM pulse, sonic pulse and microchip technologies have emerged in human
civilization

EM pulse, sonic pulse and microchip technologies have emerged in human civilization through
the
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EM-sonic scalar-pulse technologies were "given to us" so we would already

powerful Photo-sonic Pulse generation and transmission system. "Conveniently," this is the
precise
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psychotronic EM scalar-pulse programs and astral Tagging. Though Illuminati hybrid Sleeper
races appear
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using Psychotronic scalar pulse technologies and the NET to "awaken" their civilian Anunnaki
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of Advanced Scalar Pulse technologies, this portion of our Time Matrix imploded 250 billion

Page:  347

space Sonic scalar pulse. The Zeta-Rigelians" August 12, 1945, Phi-Ex sonic scalar

Ex sonic scalar pulse put the Nagasaki Port Interface Site "on line" with

bombs and sonic pulses would be used to destroy their entire countries. This threat
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space sonic scalar pulses to induce localized, targeted "natural disasters" in desired areas.



Illuminati sonic scalar pulse testing have included areas of Alaska, Antarctica, Australia,
Central America,
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"12-Code Pulse Christiac Current" through Star Gate-12, its corresponding Inner Earth
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unnatural 10-Code Pulse, blocking activation of Star Gate-12 and "stilling the

a 12-Code Pulse" at the January 1, 2000, commencement of the present SAC.

12 12-Code Pulse." In this case, Earth, Inner Earth and the Halls of
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launched sonic scalar pulse transmissions throughout the 1950s, in hopes of opening the
ancient

Falcon. The Sonic Pulse and "Ethnic Virus" testing programs of the covert "

space scalar sonic pulses from Density-2 Alcyone and the Nibiruian Battlestar "Wormwood"

specialized A11-L4 pulses merged at their intersection point in the Atlas Mountains ofW
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smaller EM scalar pulses were used by the Pleiadian-Nibiruians between 1972 and 1980
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with Psychotronic scalar pulses, to "build the movement" that was intended to become

THE HEAVENS," SONIC PULSE AND "UN-NATURAL DISASTERS" 1983 Through the Andromie-
Rigelian
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space sonic scalar pulse technologies to secure their holdings of various APIN sites. The

of covert sonic pulse technologies, which was progressively accelerated by the Fallen Angelic
legions

events. ("Sonic Pulse "Un-Natural Disasters" 1935-1992 Summary Chart" on page
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distorted Biotronic scalar-pulse and Merkaba Mechanics technologies that would be amplified
through the
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NET via scalar pulse transmissions. Suddenly the overly confident Anunnaki forces became
willing to

a vicious sonic pulse transmission from their Star Gate-3 Bermuda base, into the

Page:  365



transmit specific scalar pulses through Earth"s Templar that served to "jam"" the frequencies
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Photo-sonic scalar pulse transmission. If Guardian fleets attempted to deploy direct physical
presence

Page:  368

space Sonic Scalar Pulse transmissions capacity was restored. Since this 1998-1999 fiasco
began,

mass 12-Code Pulse before the 2003 deadline. 12. Scalar transmissions to activate dormant
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mass 12-Code Pulse. If the Guardian agenda of activating the Four Faces of

the 12-Code Pulse will reach critical mass in Earth"s Planetary Shields, blocking the

the 12-Code Pulse in Earth"s Templar. These events will begin triggering spontaneous DNA

mass 12-Code Pulse into 1. 48- and 24-Strand DNA Templates, respectively. 369
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by 12-Code Pulse re-coding of the 24 Nibiruian Crystal Temple Nerworks and
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Earth"s 12-Code Pulse critical mass re-coding by 2003, if a critical number
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Photo-sonic scalar pulses through the NDC-Grid and Nibiruian Crystal Temple Network of

Photo-sonic scalar pulses and resultant planetary grid distortions caused further mutation in
the
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photo-sonic scalar pulse. When activated, the Spikes become local and regional transmission
stations,

photo-sonic scalar pulses sent through the Phoenix wormhole. The NET Frequency Fence
would

the 24 Scalar Pulse generator-amplification plants that they would need to blast through
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Photo-sonic scalar pulse that was "bounced" from Bruah Atlantis (the "
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Photo-sonic scalar pulse, the Bruah pulse was purposely sent with an under-amplified

pulse, the Bruah pulse was purposely sent with an under-amplified electrical charge. The

The combined sonic pulse "bounced off" the Arc Seal at Giza, rather than



to redirect the pulse through Axiatonal Line-3 that ran vertically through Nohassa; the

through Nohassa; the pulse refracted an unsuspected back-pulse to SG-2 Bruah, reducing

an unsuspected back-pulse to SG-2 Bruah, reducing the Temples to dust. The

When the sonic pulse was sent into Axiatonal Line-3 at Nohassa, it "

silent Photo-sonic Pulses hit, portions of the "Islands of Atlantis" began to
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a billion-watt pulsed radio beam into Earth"s outer atmosphere. Transmission of this beam

process. Temporary Scalar-pulse disruption of Earth"s outer atmosphere is precisely the
method used
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transmit 12-Code Pulses into Earth"s Planetary Shields, via the DNA
Template/Merkaba/Kundalini-

Mass 12-Code Pulse will be achieved in 2002 if people continue to assist

reaches 12-Code Pulse Critical Mass before 2003. Suddenly their plan has begun to

Page:  388

of "Phantom Pulse" transmission through the Montauk-Phi-Ex Falcon APIN System, which

August 12, 2001, pulses were launched. The Alaskan HAARP was created as a "
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destruction. Strong Trumpet Pulses are more difficult to direct with pin-point accuracy over

surrounding the Trumpet Pulse target can be structurally affected in long-range, amplified
Trumpet

range, amplified Trumpet Pulse projection. The Jehovian Anunnaki and Necromiton-Andromie
races of the
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of the Trumpet Pulse that was to be sent to the Phoenix Spike sites

should the Trumpet Pulses cause collapse of the buildings atop the Phoenix Spikes. This

space sonic amplification pulse was rendered on August 12, 2001. This slower-moving ULF

moving ULF scalar pulse was simultaneously launched from two locations during the yearly
planetary

The first sonic pulse was sent from an area in Central Mexico called "

Temple Network. The pulse was sent first north, then east along horizontal Ley Line-

2001.6 The Mexico Pulse intercepted the second pulse off the coast of St. Augustine,

intercepted the second pulse off the coast of St. Augustine, FL, at vertical Axiatonal

"sonic slow pulse" transmitted on August 12, was released northward from the Zeta/



two ULF sonic pulses interfaced at the Falcon wormhole on A7 /L4, and

this disruptive sonic pulse when it passed through the Gru-AL as we began

Page:  391

Islands. The amplification pulse was held at SG-3 Bermuda until September 11, 2001.

space "Trumpet Pulses." The Trumpet Pulses were projected from the Falcon/Phoenix
wormholes

Pulses." The Trumpet Pulses were projected from the Falcon/Phoenix wormholes through Ley
Line-

Base, the Trumpet Pulses were then combined into one, accelerated via the stored
amplification

the stored amplification pulse and directed from the Bermuda Base through the Montauk-Phi-

coordinated. Another Trumpet Pulse was released for WTC Tower 2 and another for the

activities of Trumpet Pulse Phoenix Spike site activations. The Eieyani did not become aware

aware that sonic pulses had been issued on August 12. During our Labor Day

the UIR Trumpet Pulse initiative just after the first plane was in the air.

bin Laden/Trumpet Pulse initiative. UIR OWO MASTER PLAN AGENDA Although the hidden
reality

sites via Trumpet Pulses was a primary Illuminati objective behind the September 11, 2001,
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sonic ULF Scalar Pulse transmitters that are capable of sending Targeted Sub-sonic Scalar

Sub-sonic Scalar Pulses through the Dove Matrix network grid lines of Earth, to
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natural "12-CodePulse." The Organic and Jehovian Seal counterpart must activate before 12-

the natural 12-CodePulse "Divine D-12 Pre-matter Blueprint" in Earth"s ALL

a 12-Code-Pulse before reaching critical mass, climatic and/or tectonic disturbances will
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a natural12-Code-Pulse as they run through Earth"s Templar. Organic Star Crystal Seals

a natural12-Code-Pulse realignment via RRTs conducted in Kauai, Hawaii, when the Seals

a natural12-Code-Pulse via RRTs conducted in England when the Seal released in

sonic-scalar amplification pulse that passed through the Star Gate-2 Gru-AL Point

the sonic amplification pulse4, transmitted from "Cue Site-4" Central Mexico via the

DAY 2001 SONIC PULSE INTERFERENCE As Organic Seal-4 began to open, the UIR"s

UIR"s contrived sonic pulse, carrying a "Phantom Pulse" with reversed ARPS, ran through

a "Phantom Pulse" with reversed ARPS, ran through the Gru-AL and through



When the sonic pulse intercepted the natural current emerging from Organic Seal-4, it

to the Phantom Pulse ARPS. Reversal of the stronger Organic Seal-4 current, instantly

the 12-Code-Pulse during the May and July 2001 RRTs. Despite the terribly

the Psychotronic sonic pulse that we experienced on the beach the night of September

of this Psychotronic pulse. And I will tell you, this chaotic sonic pulse was

this chaotic sonic pulse was powerful; Az and I are still recovering from some
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DAY 2001 SONIC PULSE Seal-4 current back into its natural ARPS. By September

natural 12-Code-Pulse. Jehovian Seals 1, 2 and 3 have, as of this

the 12-Code-Pulse clearing, but still require some additional work before reaching their

of 12-Code-Pulse conversion. This means that at least mild climatic disturbance effects
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a 12-Code-Pulse alignment within four months of the Seal"s January 2002 opening,

to 12-Code-Pulse realignment within four months of its January 2002 opening, this

Guardian"s 12-Code-Pulse realignments proceed very well between now and then! Jehovian
Seal-

a 12-Code-Pulse, massive flooding and category 5+ hurricane activity would plague the
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DAY 2001 SONIC PULSE Angelic indoctrination and DNA manipulation, waits sleeping within
each of
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explosions begin. Red Pulse due by 9/1973 would destroy Earth life. Guardians mtervene.

protect from Red Pulse & begin genetic repair abductions 1973:Guardians begin infusions of
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structures of electrotonal impulse that become imbedded in the grid as crystalline Keylon
configurations,
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waves or sequential pulses of energy, through the lower-dimensional Merkaba Fields of the

these energetic wave pulses appear as an infusion of colored electricity or light spectra,
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the Solar Red Pulse "transmutation by fire" (hydrogen bumlng} that would occur

protect from Red Pulse and Black Hole fall Shields with 31% Divine Blueprint remaining.

through Solar Red Pulse, Shield fragmentation and atomic transmutation, the matter forms
built upon
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the Solar Red Pulse that would emerge from the damaged 31% or less DBP

experience Solar Red Pulse transmutation to space-dust units. Once the 3-Day Particle
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Partial Solar Red Pulse and pole shift resulted on Earth, in our Veca Universe

"10-Code Pulse", rather than the natural "12-Code Pulse" Divine Blueprint

"12-Code Pulse" Divine Blueprint upon which the Arc of the Covenant normally

the naturai12-Code Pulse within the star gates of our Universal Veca system. In

1 ~Code Pulse•. Only the D-2.5 Arc of the Covenant passage could

"10-Code Pulse~, and on each occasion in which this was done direct
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"12-Code Pulse• for the first time since 208, 216BC, the Emerald Covenant
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initiated via a pulse from the Wesedraks Telos camps via Vega-Lyra USG-10.

10. The Pentagonal Pulse released through this activation "photo-sonically speaks to" the

the "Pieiadian Pulse", which initiates activation of the Wesedak "Sickle" implant network.

The "Pieiadian Pulse" will reach Earth"s Shields in late February 2003, trigger the

Wesedraks "Pentagonal Pulse· in Earth"s Shields. "Plan B-Level-6 Evac"
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~jump time pulses• and rapidly align with the fixed vibrational co-ordinate point
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Planetary Shield Time Pulse. Acceleration of the Planetary Shield Time Pulse allows
timeprogression (

Planetary Shield Time Pulse allows timeprogression (planetary shield frequency accretion) to
temporarily accelerate,

and Shield Time Pulse (rate of planetary shield frequency accretion) decelerate to vibrational
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sub-harmonic time pulse. Before Earth"s Shield fully phase-locked into critical mass
vibrational

the new time-pulse of the Planetary Shield. For individuals, this period of Bio-

and Shield time-pulse temporarily enter rapid acceleration with the Planetary Shield and
Merkaba

and Shield Time-pulse deceleration back to "real time", the Merkaba Fields and

and Shield Time-pulse of individuals on the planet also then begin deceleration back

signature and time-pulse of the first Reuche Shift event horizon has been transmuted

a Shift time pulse, at which point the event horizon of the first Reuche-
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Planetary Shield Time-pulse thus implies a potentially more peaceful , safe and Christ-
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Andromie-Necromiton Metatronic pulse attack, while using Heliotalic technologies now
available to them to
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hit with red pulse in their own system. That"s why when they started sort
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or a time pulse that was running the planet. You also ended up with
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they sent The pulses. That"s arc 4. Manhattan"s arc 4. We"ll get back to
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is a time pulse, and time pulses direct The function of The body, The

pulse, and time pulses direct The function of The body, The molecules, atoms, electrons,

is The time pulse is going to be progressively accelerating, but in a gentle

connected to The pulse that we felt yesterday, The interference pulse that was coming

yesterday, The interference pulse that was coming through. It"s demonstrating something,
The fact that

are doing. That pulse was aimed at The metatronic seed atom here. I believe
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was an activation pulse through The Phi-Ex network, that came from The HAARP

that was The pulse we felt moving through. It wasn"t our guys" pulse. It

wasn"t our guys" pulse. It wasn"t The natural gate pulse. We"re hoping, and they

The natural gate pulse. We"re hoping, and they don"t know, they can"t give us
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with The time pulse. The time pulse in The planet is changing. The time

pulse. The time pulse in The planet is changing. The time pulse has to

changing. The time pulse has to do with that 7.8 Hz vibration. That is
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on what these pulses that The UIR are sending do, because they tend to



into The time pulse of The metatronic part of The planetary and solar grids,

Bridge Zone time pulse continuum. So, there is literally a separation oftime pulses that

a separation oftime pulses that are happening right now. It is a separation that
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The planetary time pulse, which is The partiki phasing rhythm, how fast or slow

off, The time pulse on each subharmonic is different, and in each dimensional band

Understanding The time pulses has a lot to do with learning how to manifest
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jumping in time pulse, where The rhythm is getting a little faster. We"ve moved

was because a pulse was set by The UIR, but it was sent at

to amplify their pulse, because if you send a pulse out when you are

you send a pulse out when you are making a big shift like this,

upon what The pulse is, you can amplify it and make it happen faster,

doing with this pulse, was hoping to be able to slow this down so

in The time pulse in our bodies, and in The planetary body, The stronger

to try to pulse. I don"t know if The pulses are going to stop

know if The pulses are going to stop because we reach a point where

get your time pulse in harmony with The planetary time pulse. The planetary time

The planetary time pulse. The planetary time pulse needs to be able to make

The planetary time pulse needs to be able to make these leaps to keep

The galactic time pulse. The galactic one needs to make a leap to keep

The entire time pulse from The Ecka seed, all The way down. It"s kind

be completely different pulses emerging, going on The metatronic path. In 2012 we"ll end

literally The time pulses completely separate from each other. What this is going to
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get The time pulse of The planet in order to pass fully into The

get your time pulse up to here, that means all your DNA is activating,
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The time pulse rhythms, that everybody in this 15 dimensional matrix, needs to,

The original time pulse of partiki pulsation rhythm, that this matrix was originally created

they throw a pulse that you don"t see but The Earth feels, it changes

changes The time pulse rhythm within The dimensional bands it was sent in. They

change The time pulse rhythms that The Earth is going into now. I think



they slowed The pulse down, or what? They can"t stop The Christos thing. They
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using it to pulse, they are trying to force The seed atom back together,
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and your time pulse of your consciousness template, of your bodies, to The degree
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Arc Sets, Base Pulse Rhythms Lotus Breaths & Lotus Flows .. ..... ............ ..
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that form cyclic pulses of ene_rgy mfusion thro" which flash li!les of
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operations of elec:trltallmpulse and System and corresponding body syslerns. Through the
fl"b-Dimenslonal

Thymus Gland. electrical Impulse, chemical and hormonal ralationshlps between the
1fl"LD/menslonal Shara TheiJih-
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Arcs Sets, Base Pulse Rhythms, · Lotus Breaths and the Lotus Flow Purpose: Understanding

and B.ase Pulse Rhythm Time Waves of the Ecka-Veca Body and physical
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Body by releasing pulses of Sha-LA-a Tri-Veca Living Light into the

. Centres. The pulses of Lotus Arc Current "flash on" within the Lotum

Veca Living Light pulses thru" the Ecka-Veca Body System.
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ARC SETS, BASE PULSE RHYTHMS, LOTUS BREATHING & the LOTUS FLOW Lotus. Arc Sets

Sets & Base Pulse Rhvthms Lotus Arc Sets are sets of electro-magnetic Arcing

Lotus Arc Sets pulse Off & On, circulating Pulse-Sparks of polarised Amoraea Flame

& On, circulating Pulse-Sparks of polarised Amoraea Flame Living Light Units between the

·Amoraea Flame Pulses from the Le-eTDR·A and Sha-LA-a

generating the Base Pulse Rhvthm (Partiki Phasing Rhythm) Time Wave (Transfiguration
Cycle)
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Se<:~uence Cyclic Pulses of adiation Sparks are released from the Ecka-Veca Body



interplay between these Pulses of Radiation Sparks within the intricate Standing-Scalar-Wave
Structures

the Density Shields SparkPulse-Currents of Living Light frequency are formed within the
Density

The Spark -Pulse-Currents further interact with each other, "ste~pinl! down"

circulatipn of Spark-Pulse Life Force Currents have been set in to motion: Understanding

processes of Spark-Pulse-Current Circulation are set in motion within the EckaVeca Template,

regeneration of Spark-Pulse-Currents within the mathematical Krist Code · Programme held
within

processes of Spark-Pulse-Current-circulation represent not only the processes by which "

Atomic S{lark-Pulse Currents through which the Density Body Etheric Blueprint of Living

Page:  179

Seed Atom Base Pulse Rhythm initiates, ~;:~~;~e:"!~!:r~~!i~~ .. PHASE 38: Internal

(Lotum Base Pulse Rhythm Partiki Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) .

Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) .
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Currents flow (pulse), carry I " \ the Single-Phase Shield programmes I
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D-13.5 LOTOSPHERE Pulses of Sha;LA·a 45 Bi-Veca Light travel

a-4512-SPARK-PULSES "D": The Seed Atoms of the 5- Density Shields

a-45 Spark Pulses, one Pulse thru" each of the 12 . Fire letter

Spark Pulses, one Pulse thru" each of the 12 . Fire letter Lines in
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Etheric,Atomic Spark-Pulse Currents- Ethos, Eiros, Electros, Magnos, Manos, Lotos Density 1
&

Page:  191

Beat" (Base Pulse Rhythm of the Seed Atoms) thrdugh which the Seed Atoms
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Radiation Unit Spark Pulse Currents manufactured within the "Pillar of Power" Central Etheric
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Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "a- Yan- Yun-
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tlon Spark Current Pulse into Beginning Phase of Dens!Hc•llon Procela I ~.......:....

photo-positive partlketa pulse of -charge light-radiation, & the photo-negative partlcum-
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Radiation Unit Spark Pulse Current Manufacture ) l L-v "~.ti" )- ~
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controls the Base Pulse Rhythm of the Denslty & Dimensional Subharmonic 0 ·3

signets .: Base Pulse Rhythms IS ·:. the first step in restoring CLocks
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controls the Base Pulse Rh}"thm of the Density & Dimensional Subharmonic 0 -

signets . Base Pulse Rhythms is I the first step in restoring (Locks
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join (the Pulse Point). "L" Lower Points Located in Etheric Body at
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- 48 Base Pulse Rhythms of the Ecka Base Shield within the 24 Embodied

introducing organic Base Pulse Rhythms into the LotE Axiom and DNA Template, which allows

the organic Base Pulse Rhythms and mathematical-geometrical programmes to the Interior
and Exterior

Base Shield Base Pulse Rhythms preparing the personal Axiom Template, DNA 2 ;z..

Page:  241

photo-positive partikate pulse of- charge light-radiation, & the photo-negative particum-
units

photo-positive partikate pulse of+ charge light radiation, both invisibly linked together
through their
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with a base-pulseRhythm of 3119.904 BT beats per second The Human Crystalf?ody,
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with a Base-pulse rhythm of 1039.968 B.T. reverse beats per second, 1/
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h @" ~ pulse of- charge llghl·radlallon, & the pholo·negatlva

photl)oposlllve pirtlkate pulse of+ charge light radiation, both Invisibly, linked together
through fohelonrmentther"A2!,

Page:  275



3 Trinity Base Pulse Rhythm; Earth Shield BPR Induction- PageT 58 Step .... 2,

the Covenant Base Pulse Rhythm; Arc Shield BPR- Page T 58 Step- 3, Actions

Ecka-Eieyani Base Pulse Rhythm; Lotum Shield BPR- PageT 58 Step- 4, Actions 1

Don-draea Base Pulse Rhythm; Lota Shield BPR PageT 58 Step- 5, Actions 1

48 AdonA Base Pulse Rhythm; Le-AdOR-A Shield BPR PageT 59 Step-SA,
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controls the Base Pulse Rhythm of the Density & Dimensional Subharmonic Shields &
regulates

Kathara signets Base Pulse Rhythms is the first step in restoring Etheric Flame Sparking

Page:  289

rotates slowly and pulses in a gentle rhythm, on every pulsation releasing a pale-

of each gentle pulse of the subtle Celestite Wave, or "C. WAVE", field

the C.WAVE pulses mov(ng through your body, INHALE Maharic Current up to
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glows and gently pulses, sending Rays of Pale Silver-blue energy outward through and

field with every pulse. 5. Focus your attention on the small Eiros Flame at
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rotates slowly, and pulses in a gentle rhythm, on every pulsation releasing a pale,

of each gentle pulse of the subtle Azurite Wave field, (or "A.
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tear drop" which pulses with a repeating cycle of Pale Turquoise, Pale Yellow &
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24-48 Base Pulse Rhythms of the Ecka Base Shield within the 24 Embodied

introducing organic Base Pulse Rhythms into the LatE Axiom and DNA Template, which allows

the organic Base Pulse Rhythms and mathematical-geometrical programmes to the Interior
and Exterior
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Base Shield Base Pulse Rhythms preparing the personal Axiom Template, DNA Template,
Miodic Vortex
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~ 48 Base Pulse Rhythm within the 24 embodied Lotus Points, re-Bstablishing the

of natural Base-Pulse Rhythms and transmutation of Sho-Na Fields within the Axiom



Page:  339

Tap-Code Base Pulse Rhythm (BPR) Induction and the Elbow-Wrist Cross-over

Tap-Code Base Pulse Rhythm, BUT it is the MOST effective /6/ \
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3 Trinity Base Pulse RhYthm: Inducing the Base-3 Earth Shield BPR Action 1:

the Covenant Base Pulse Rhythm Action Repeat Actions 1 - 2- 3 - 4

Arc Shield Base Pulse Rhythm sequentially into each of the 24 Lotus Points. Step

·Eieyani Base Pulse Rhythm Action Repeat Actions 1 - 2 - 3 -

Lotum Shield Base Pulse Rhythm sequentially into each of the 24 Lotus Points. Step

Don-draea Base Pulse Rhythm Action Repeat Actions 1-2-3-4 of Step

Lota Shield Base Pulse Rhythm sequentially into each of the 24 Lotus Points.
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48 AdonA Base Pulse Rhythm I Action: Repeat Actions 1 - 2- 3-4

A Shield Base Pulse Rhythm sequentially into each of the 24 Lotus Points. Step
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Planetary Shields Base Pulse Rhythms. Tools: Le-e TOR-A Hand Imprinting Chart Le-
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Currents flow (pulse), carry the Single-Phase Shield programs into Multi-Plane manifest

Page:  5

Axiom Lines. 1A. Pulses of Sha-LA-a 45 Bi-Veca Light travel from

Page:  6

Seed Atom Base Pulse Rhythm Initiates Lotum Transfiguration Cycle "Heart-Bear begins
Down-

(Lotum Base Pulse Rhythm Partiki Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) K2-3 Manual Page

Phasing Seed Atom Pulse) K2-3 Manual Page 176
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Subharmonic Charge Spark Pulse- into the PCM LotE Seed Atom; thus the Ancient Exhale/
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Sub-harmonic Spark Pulse into the PCM Seed Atom, give the mental Command: "

2- Jump- Spark Pulse Ethos Ascend". -Mentally Count-INHALE- 2. 15 Exhale rapidly

Charae Harmonic Spark Pulse - and- initiates Nadra Seal Release and AdOR-A Flame

Page:  20

A Harmonic Spark-Pulse for Nadra 0.5/1 .5 Seal Release- and- initiation of

Page:  25

90-Charge Spark-Pulses. After one 6-Breath Cycle the 2-Harmonic 90-Charge

90-Charge Spark-Pulses release into the Seed Atom at the Top of the

180°Harmonic Spark-Pulse and Fires the 180° A-dOR-A Flames at the

Charge Harmonic Spark-Pulse and Initiates Nadra Seals and A·Dor-A Flame

180-Charge Harmonic SparkPulses, and Nadra Seals (0.5- 1.5) in Nadra Cells release
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ManifestationTransduction-Sequence Cychc Pulses of ad1ation Sparks are released from the
Ecka-Veca Body

interplay between these Pulses of Radiation Sparks within the intricate Standing-Scalar-Wave
Structures

the Density Shields SparkPulse-Currents of Living Light frequency are fanned within the
Density

Shields. The Spark-Pulse-currents further · interact with each other, "stepping down"

processes of Spark-Pulse-Current Circulation are set in motion within the EckaVeca Template,

regeneration of Spark-Pulse-Currents within the mathematical Krist Code Programme held
within the

circulation of Spark-Pulse-Currents that the anatomy of the Intermediate & Pre-
externalisation

processes of Spark-Pulse-Current-circulation represent not only the processes by which "

Etheric-Atomic Spark-Pulse Currents through which the Density Body Etheric Blueprint of
Living
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Lo urn Base Pulse Rhythm Partikl Phasing Seed Atom Pulse)

Phasing Seed Atom Pulse)
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Currents flow (pulse), carry I \) the Single-Phase Shield programmes\ 12 I
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5 & 6] Pulses of ShaU~ a 45 Bi-Veca Light travel from the

Veca Radiation Unit Pulses lhru the Shield Fire LetterUnes,· each of the 12

a-4512-SPARK-PULSES "D": The Seed Atoms of the 5- Density Shields

a-45 Spark Pulses, one Pulse thru" each of th., 12 Fire letter Uiles

Spark Pulses, one Pulse thru" each of th., 12 Fire letter Uiles in eac!
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Etheric-Atomic Spark-Pulse Currents- Ethos, Eims, Electros, Magnos, Manos, Lotos Density1 &
3
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Beat" (Base Pulse. Rhythm of the Seed Atoms) through which the Seed Atoms
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forming Ketheric Spark-Pulse Current "Rays" called Radons. The Pulsar Plasma Waves follow

Expression. As one Pulse Exhales( EXpands into PCM Manifestation, the one before is drawn
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Ketheric Partikite Wave Pulses of the Radeionic Heliopath "Tubes of light" . •
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Radiation Unit Spark Pulse Currents manu· factured within the "Pillar of Power"
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Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "a;_ Yan- Yun-
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controls the Base Pulse Rhythm of the Denslty & Dimensional Subhannonic 0-3 Shields

ara signets Base Pulse Rhythms is the first step In restqrlng (LocKS notshownl
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draws "Spark-Pulse EthericAtomic Currents from the PiUar of Power & the Lotus
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Power direct Spark Pulse Currents from the Pillar through the "a- Yan- Yun-
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controls the Base Pulse Rhythm of the Density & Dimensional Subhannonic 0 -3
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Crisis of Red-Pulse Fragmentation during a Planetary S-A-C. In the event
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a pending Red-Pulse Planetary Crisis the Ecka Universal LotA Body Crystal Body "

not prevent Red-Pulse, but will transmute and absorb Red-Pulse Wave Spectra as

and absorb Red-Pulse Wave Spectra as it runs, within areas of the Planetary

36 Sub-harmonic Pulse, · will initiate Personal Crystal Body Activation and Host Bonding

the natural base Pulse Rhythms and Time Waves of the Planets" organic Base-12



of the Red-Pulse. There is much more technical information to come as we
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36-Sub-harmonic Pulse (Time Wave) to the Planetary Indigo Sun Crystal Body
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a "RED-pulse". An uncontrolled Red Pulse is entirely destructive, but a STARburst-

An uncontrolled Red Pulse is entirely destructive, but a STARburst-response controlled Red
Pulse

response controlled Red Pulse is NOT IF the Guardian Teams are AWAKE and consciously

process. The red pulse in effect will still shatter ALL shields and crystals bodies
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have been Red Pulsed. Given the Budhara reside in a quarantine situation in parallel

year long red pulse process would have followed and changed most of this veca

successful! The red pulse can now unfold in an orderly and manageable way, occurring
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were either red pulsed and returned to space dust or were captured and used
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SMuence, Dimensional Red Pulse Phase-Sequence and Atomnic Transmutation-Wave Infusion
Cycle Commencement Days

which the Red Pulse Phase inherent to Starburst Response progresses slowly, one dimension
at

of dimensional Red Pulse culminating in full-spectrum Red Pulse Hydrogen Burning and
resultant

full-spectrum Red Pulse Hydrogen Burning and resultant vaporization of the planetary life field

Phase-Sequence, Red Pulse Phase-Sequence and Dimensional Starburst Phase-Sequence)
that unfold sequentially
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termination of Red Pulse Annihilation characteristic of Un-Buffered · Starburst Response, as
the

progression to Red Pulse Space-Dust Return. Introduction to Planetary Starburst Dynamics 1.
Starburst

to the RED PULSE Sequence inherent to Starburst Cycle dynamics. (April- Dec. 2004
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the automatic Red Pulse Sequence of the Slarburst Response. (Arc of the -

EM "Time-Pulse Acceleration Wave" that travels from the Ecka through the Veca

The Dimensional Red Pulse Sequence for the corresponding Pillar begins on the Blh Day
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Veca Pillar Red Pulse Phase-Sequence Commencement Days 1-13 (of 15-Day

release a Back-pulse vertically upward lhrough the Flame Runner Cord to the corresponding

a corresponding Spark-pulse into the Ecka Monad Center Flame. B. The Ecka Monad

a corresponding Spark-pulse into the Andradon Generator Cell- Eckasha Seed Atom Center
Flame,

a reciprocal Spark-pulse to the Ad-Den-dra .God-Seed (Eckasha

releases another Spark-pulse upward through the Flame Runner to the Ad-Don-Ora

releases a reciprocal Backpulse into the Eckasha Base Shield, causing the Eckasha Reuche



Pillar
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headed for Red Pulse compaction, Eckasha Pillar Absorbs Veca Pillar and Veca Pillar Shield
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Descent-destined Red Pulse Diffusion Wave, preventing viable portions of Earth"s Plan(:ltary
Shields

into Starburst Red Pulse Compaction, and allowing them to reassemble structural integrity via
the

preparation for Red Pulse Sequence Initiation. Ram a Key Exchange arid Rama Passage Grid

units from Red Pulse reveJSal and compaction, during tt)e Day-13 Starburst Point.

the Descending Red Pulse Compaction Wave. D. Planetary Eckashaic Record Restoration (via
download
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28, 2005 Red Pulse Sequence Initiation: RueshaTA Spiral Strand Snaps, Cai-Of-ene forms,

Red Spark-Red Pulse-Red Wave and Dimensional Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence.
7

Dimensional Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence. 7 Reu-sha-TA Strand Snaps and Cal-

Shield. 10 Red Pulse: E-Cou-Sha Crystal deflects Red Spark, causing Red Spark

a Dimensional Red Pulse through the Pillar-13 Monadic Beam and into the Veca

"Dimensional RED PULSE." The Thermo-plasmic Dimensional Red Pulse spirals rapidly down
the

plasmic Dimensional Red Pulse spirals rapidly down the "Pillar-13" Monadic Beam from

reversed by Red Pulse broadcasts "Red Wave of Annihilation" into corresponding Etheric
Ethos

Capsule "Red Pulse Sequence" frequency infusions, commencing Dimensional Shield and
Crystal Body Etheric

Body Etheric Red Pulse. Upon interception with the Veca Monadic Core, the Red Pulse

Core, the Red Pulse pierces the Etheric Membrane of the Veca Etheric ETHRADON Photocell,

which the Red Pulse encryption is keyed. The Red Pulse causes the Etheric Seed

keyed. The Red Pulse causes the Etheric Seed Atom Cell to reverse spin and

1 sub-harmonic pulse called a "Dimensional RED WAVE" to the corresponding Signet

the Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence, or simply the Etheric RED PULSE SEQUENCE,
commencing

the Etheric RED PULSE SEQUENCE, commencing Etheric Dimensional Red Pulse for Jhe
corresponding Dimensional

Etheric Dimensional Red Pulse for Jhe corresponding Dimensional Shield and Crystal Body.
(Day-

8-Dimrmsiona/ Red Pulse Sequence Initiation : Ram a Key Exchange and Act. "
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2005 Etheric Red Pulse Sequence Commencement: Etheric Body Transmutation Wave
Infusion-Cycle (Red,

and KethericAtomic Red Pulse Sequence initiate. 12. Etheric Body Transmutation Wave
Infusion-Cycle Unfolds

the Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence series of Etheric Capsule subhannonic
frequency Infusions systematically

·Atomic Red Pulse Sequence Commencement £.
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the Etheric Red Pulse Sequence Etheric Body Infusions Commence,to.initiate activation of
Planetary
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Time-Wave Base Pulse Rhythm, the corresponding Krist Re-encrypted Flame Runner activates
in

natural Krisliac Base Pulse Rhythm of the Ascnding Time-Wave. Day-13-End (*
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Time-wave Base Pulse Rhythm. The Descending Sextant Dimensional Crystal Body adopts full
Metatronic

upon the Base Pulse Rhythm Primary Time-wave corresponding to their respective spin
direction

Sextant Wave Base Pulse Rhythm. As each Veca Pillar Starburst Cycle completes, the two
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of Dimensional Red Pulse characteristic of Starburst Response, and also enables the planet to
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sequential dimensional Red Pulse phases through which "rapid return to space-dusf" initiates

its natural Red Pulse phase, will be buffered. Though all grids WILL endure Dimensional

endure Dimensional Red Pulse and its affects, even within a buffered Starburst Response, the

Response, the Red Pulse phases will unfold "One Pillar At A Time", and

each Dimensional Red Pulse amplifies and expedites the on-set of the next in

each dimensional Red Pulse rapidly merges with the others into a Trans-harmonic "
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13 Dimensional Red Pulse and Transmutation phases to come, (and those for each

8-12" Red Pulse phase of the Starburst-13 Cycle with all Templar conditions

Part-2-Red Pulse Phase, of Earth"s Starburst-13 Cycle. The Polarian Matrix. Rama



Part-2 Red Pulse phase of Earth"s Starburst-13 Cycle, we of AdonA-EieyanA
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un-buffered Red Pulse that vaporized the life-fields on several neighboring Andromeda Star

unintentional galactic Red Pulse could rightly be rightly viewed as their own self-created

not a Red Pulse would release, and if so how severe it might be.

comparison. If Red Pulse did emerge, it would possibly vaporize the life-fields of

the Galactic Red Pulse released, but the ShoSho-Na-TA Jehovian Anu races of

not survive Red Pulse, and the few of their outer ring outpost race lines

than the Red Pulse of Andromeda alone. As the Red Pulse drama was unfolding

As the Red Pulse drama was unfolding in the Andromeda system, the Sha-Na-

personal internal Red Pulse within their own bio-fields, to prevent capture by the
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12 Etheric RED PULSE Phase, which begins with release of the Planetary D-13

the Etheric Red Pulse Cycle begins, there is one action of preparation that is
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dictate the Base Pulse Rhythms of Density Space-time time-cycles. Due to the

Day-8 Red Pulse pahse of the Starburst-13 Cycle begins. The following technique
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sequential Dimensional Red Pulse Sequence of Starburst Response), to be salvaged and
rapidly reassembled

of the Red Pulse-Starburst Sequence. Each of the two Dimensional Crystal Bodies adopt

adopt the Base Pulse Rhythm of their respective Ascending and Descending Time Wave, and
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implied corresponding Red Pulse. ALL WILL experience Starburst, including the pre-Starburst
Point Red

Starburst Point Red Pulse phase, but some grids, buffered by the Polarian Matrix fields,

before the Red Pulse-Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave releases. If this Krist Re-encryption

its Etheric Red Pulse Sequence phase (which is the primary objective within the

during the Red Pulse Sequence .. The Polarian Gate Shield spin-axis alignment is

follows the Red Pulse-Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave phase in a Pillar Starburst Cycle,

of the Red Pulse Sequence .. Achieving the Polarian Anchor before the dimensional Red

the dimensional Red Pulse-Crystal Compaction Wave period, will allow some the opportunity
to

a Dimensional Red Pulse releases, the original dimensional shield & i<etheric/Etheric Crystal



WILL receive the RedPulse, ahd ALL WILL undergo Dimensional Shield Shatter/Dimensional
Etheric Crystal

before the Red Pulse Atomic Crystai.Compaction Wave phase) will enter a progressive axis-
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immunity to Red Pulse Etheric and Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave polarity reversai ....
FROM

corresponding dimension Red Pulse Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave and Starburst. Once a
dimension initiates

the Starburst Red Pulse Sequence, the units of which that original dimensional shield were

Starburst Point Red Pulse can receive the Krist re-encryption via the Polarian Shields

during the Red Pulse "Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave initiation. This is the point

during the Red Pulse Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave, and into final fall. · The

alignment" during Red Pulse Crystal · Compaction Wave phase. At the Dimensioflal Starburst
Point

before their Red Pulse Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave occurs; at the Starburst point of
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prevent the Red Pulse Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave shield/crystal body polarity reversal
for

Pillar-13 Red Pulse Atomic Crystal Compaction Wave began, they would have no chance

with reverse-current pulse and external reversed Tandem::Merkaba technologies has stressed
many areas
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God-Seed Spark-Pulse Currents• can be generated for heafing; manifestation and Templar
Grid

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current Flow: · 7 Continue gentle automatic Double Arc/Ethos
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God-Seed Spark Pulse Current- Activating the 2 Starburst Breaths of the God-Seed

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current in "2 Easy Starburst Breaths". On "Starburst
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God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current in «2 Easy Starburst Breaths". On "Starburst
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further-extra inhale-pulse breath at the Top of the Inhale to momentarily over-
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Subharmonic Charge Spark Pulse- into the PCM LatE Seed Atom; thus the Ancient Exhale/
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Sub-harmonic Spark Pulse into the PCM Seed Atom, give the mental Command: "

2- Jump- Soark Pulse Ethos Ascend". -Mentally Count-INHALE- 2. 15 Exhale rapidly

Charqe Harmonic Soark Pulse - and- initiates Nadra Seal Release and AdOR-A Flame

A Harmonic Spark-Pulse for Nadra 0.5/1 .5 Sea! Release- and- initiation of

Page:  15

90-Charge Spark-Pulses. After one 6-Breath Cycle the 2-Harmonic 90-Charge

90-Charge Spark-Pulses release into the Seed Atom at the Top of the

180°Harrnonic Spark-Pulse and Fires the I 80° A-dOR-A Flames at

Charge Harmonic Spark-Pulse and Initiates Nadra Seals and A-Dor-A Flame Activation

Page:  16

180-Charge Harmonic SparkPulses , and Nadra Seals (0.5 -1.5} in Nadra

Page:  40

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Currents" can be generated for healing, manifestation and TemplarGrid
Work

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current Flow: 7 Continue gentle automatic Double Arc/Ethos Pillar/

Page:  41

God-Seed Spark Pulse Current- Activating the 2 Starburst Breaths of the God-Seed

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current in "2 Easy Starburst Breaths". On "StarburstBreath"

Page:  42

God-Seed Spark-Pulse Current in "2 Easy Starburst Breaths". On UStarburst Breath

Page:  43



further extra inhale-pulse breath at the Top of the Inhale to momentarily over-
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encrypts the Base Pulse Rhvtnm of Earths" present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic

Page:  67

which controls Monadic Pulse Rate, which controls the speed and frequency of Time-Wave

of Time-Wave Pulses released from the Monad, which controls Rate of Shield Spin

which controls Base Pulse Rhythms, which controls Personal Axiom Template and embodied
Time-Wave.
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Time-Wave Base Pulse Rhythm ... you have now entered the TimeWave Domains of
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which are scalar pulses with disharmonic waveforms. They can be used for master grid
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up its base pulse rhythm enough to pick up the Polarian Host for a

Page:  18

code and base pulse rhythm, that they can ALSO live with dignity and Kristic

Page:  20

to send Ashalum pulse toward, THEN rep[ eat 4th line, "Command", to release

release Ash alum Pulse. 6. Use FULL command encryption EVERY day in AM (

TUR authorisation! release pulse "Command"} Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana Deane,
2006. All Rights
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the planet"s base pulse rhythm is going to pick up fast enough to be

Page:  17

is how Red Pulse is avoided during the Red Pulse cycle of Starburst, which

during the Red Pulse cycle of Starburst, which we are moving through. So this
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It"s the Base Pulse Rhythms in these that are important So if you"re going

with the Base Pulse Rhythms if you want to use them for the purpose
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which the creative pulse of the God Mind perpetually spirals its consciousness in to
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through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually spirals consciousness into individuation and
manifest

Page:  36

and Electro-magnetic Pulse Technologies that intruder ET Visitors use to manipulate human
populations.
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encrypts the Base Pulse Rhythm of Earth"s present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic
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there is a pulse coming through. Actually, the pulse is coming through, they said,

through. Actually, the pulse is coming through, they said, between six and seven in

to buffer that pulse. Because the pulse that is coming through isn"t t ours.

pulse. Because the pulse that is coming through isn"t t ours. What I will

Page:  16

just like __ pulses travel along the lines. So, it"s the same thing. They

to see the pulses that are coming off, when you"re watching a show. Part

events, after the pulse that"s coming in between six and seven o"clock. There will
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when the red pulse went through. Anyway fortunately, we"re not having that scenario right
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of the Hub pulses associated with the StarFire. In their place, Arc of the

it. The Hub pulses are of such high frequency that the pulses need to

frequency that the pulses need to be diverted away from the star gates and

shield. The Hub Pulses will begin from Hub pulse 12 (this started to

begin from Hub pulse 12 (this started to come in at the time

for the Hub pulses will be distributed in the near future. Each Hub pulse

future. Each Hub pulse that comes in will need to be "caught" by

system. The Hub pulse will then be anchored into Reuche 13 and the Indigo

for the Hub Pulse 12. Lava under the Earth crust will be used to

routing" of Hub pulses via Arc Gate 7 in Phoenix. The StarFire process will
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a metatronic base pulse rhythm. This will enable the FA to claim more "
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on a 12-pulse rhythm. The Tauren unit not only phases like a partiki,
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divert the Hub pulse 12 into the Arc and Seed Atom. I didn"t hear,
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individuals begins with pulses of conscious Primal Life Force Currents (PLFC"s) coming from

Page:  6

towards Source. The pulses of the PLFC"s are synchronized such that when one pulse

that when one pulse is fully expanded or activated into the hologram, another is

rhythms of these pulses releasing, so that it can be said that the planet

planet releases "pulses of time". An individual will only experience those aspects of

of progressively accelerating pulses of time that collectively form the linear time progression
continuum

Page:  7

As the first pulse of consciousness is fully expressed in the hologram, and then

sequence, the next pulse is poised to express in the hologram. The outgoing pulse-

hologram. The outgoing pulse-1 "past" moment passes through what is called a

of the original pulse left in the meajhe layer of the radial body, which

memory imprint. As pulse-1 is now going backwards through the sequence, it carries

reversed sequence. Meanwhile, pulse-2 is coming in through the same radial tile, and

little larger frequency. Pulse-2 carries the expanded blueprint in forward sequence as it

As these two pulses collide, they fuse, transmute, and completely de-manifest to become
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planetary shield time pulse. This condenses time and creates the experience of time slowing.

field and time pulse, then a deceleration to vibrational co-resonance with the new
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flexible. Different time pulses/cycles can be activated by choice if the being"s template
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in the base pulse rhythm and the personal embodied time wave. The aspect that
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which the creative pulse of the God-mind perpetually spirals its consciousness in to
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of the original pulse of consciousness that we came into manifestation on. All manifestation,

of the original pulse of consciousness. The Melchizedek God-Seed is one of these,
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certain type of pulse bouncing. When the full BST machine was activated, after the
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apart. A Red Pulse would be sent down into their Black Hole systems, which

Page:  13

form an artificial13-pulse which is called the 13- reversed anti-Kristic Seed Atom.
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next waves that pulse faster are found in Density-2, dimensions 4, Sand 6-

Page:  35

next waves that pulse faster are found in Density-2, dimensions 4, Sand 6-

Page:  56

natural divine time pulses and rotational spins that come down from the Eckasha-Aah.
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literally set the pulse oftime, and if the pulse of the Merkaba or spin

and if the pulse of the Merkaba or spin of the Merkaba changes, it

it changes the pulse of time. 11. How is time an illusion? • Time
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of the creative impulse of God-Source, that we are not so much "
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and feel the pulse of Love in every aspect of our hologram, to realize
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have a Base Pulse Rhythm and a frequency and they have a similar one
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throbbing of the pulse of the tree. You can feel the communication that is
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the "time pulse" within that common frequency spectrum became divergent. The planes and

Page:  12

or "time pulses." The Lower Earth time pulse was unnaturally accelerated, while the

Lower Earth time pulse was unnaturally accelerated, while the Higher Earth time pulse
remained

Higher Earth time pulse remained consistent with the greater, longer, slower time pulses of

longer, slower time pulses of the free multidimensional Universe. Space-time within the Lower

expansive "time pulse"- did not experience any of these environmental or biological
anomalies.
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consciousness), the Base Pulse Rhythm of the energies increases. This means that the rate
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release of Cyclic Pulses of Radiation Sparks from the Ecka-Veca Body seed atom

interplay between the pulses of sparks and the structures that have already been created.

this interplay, Spark-Pulse Currents of Living Light are created. These are streams of

that have a pulse or rhythm to them, from the rate of Partiki phasing

of the spark-pulse currents are set into motion. The processes of First Creation

field The Spark-Pulse Currents continually circulate and regenerate through the processes of
Partiki

Page:  17

Seed Atom Base Pulse Rhythm initiates and Lotum Transfiguration Cycle "Heart-Beat" begins.
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flows of Spark-Pulse Currents hit each other, they end up flowing in different

Page:  27

, the outgoing pulse of energy actually interacts primarily with three LotE Lines. The

Page:  28

the Lotum Base Pulse Rhythm, the rhythm of phasing of the Lotum Seed Atom.
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is where Spark-Pulse Currents are manufactured or generated via interaction of the seed

cells. These spark-pulse currents are upstepped, downstepped, and circulated through the
Miodic-Diodic
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OrieA Field]) that pulse and form the first Elemental Planes, the basis of the
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with the first pulse that is due sometime in the Spring, and I wouldn"t

Page:  25

a different base pulse rhythm, or vibrational pulsation rhythm, and at a different angular

Page:  32

with. The first pulse comes through somewhere in the Spring of 2008. About once

be a major pulse released, and then some other strange stuff. So, I don"t

Page:  37

to generate spark pulse currents that allow for quantum building which allow for the

squeezes tight it pulses and once it squeezes it makes sparks and when it

Page:  39

pulsing, and every pulse releases a burst of sparks and after 12 sparks you

Page:  46

goes through a pulse cycle of 12 harmonic key cycles, a full Takeyon cycle,

Page:  50

of Power phase pulse. So, on the PartEkE template, it had those little spheres

Page:  51

first ASKO conception pulse. So, the first point in time - there is something

Page:  59

It"s a four pulse expansion." So... contraction/expansion, contraction/expansion,
contraction/expansion, contraction/expansion.

contraction/expansion. "Pulse one create the Rasha 15 set Amorea density body." So

density body." So pulse one is the one outside. So the first pulse comes

So the first pulse comes out and does that. These others come out inside

was the first pulse, and it creates the fourth body, which when you are



Page:  60

level of creation. Pulse one creates the outer one, which is body number four

you count outward. Pulse two creates the D3 atmospheric mental body template. The D3

D3 atmospheric template. Pulse three creates the D2 elemental Telluric emotional, which is
what

And then the pulse four creates the D1 etheric atomic template of the etheric

form different spark pulse currents as they run through each other, where the energies

Page:  63

blast of spark pulse currents. Why it organizes itself into specifically structures atoms and
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is the spark pulse currents. Just like a long time ago when we were

Page:  65

Pillar of Power pulses, where it contracts and expands again and creates the PartEkE

first ASKO conception pulse. Now this is a whole new set of graphs. It

first phase conception pulse of the ASKO crystals, and this is where the core
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BPR (base pulse rhythm), because you have your lower elemental kingdoms there. And
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BPR, the base pulse rhythm, so all we have to do is like, aim
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sorts of wacky pulses running in the grids from various different parts, coming from
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on a base pulse rhythm that works with your own individual body base pulse

individual body base pulse rhythm... so it will be a different speed, for everybody
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with their triangulation pulse. They forced those gates closed. They were trying to force
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has the base pulse rhythm and the coding of a Kristic matrix. That can
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a different base pulse rhythm, frequency-wise. Upper - we have Olympus, physical, in



Page:  120

the first gamma pulse - they call them ring pulses, probably because they have

call them ring pulses, probably because they have to do with the rings of

The first ring pulse is released from the Sun in Spring of 2008. We"ll
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when the Tauren pulsed, it made sparks, and they sparks aligned along the 12

Tauren used to pulse, where it would contract and expand. Every time it would
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of things - pulses and spins and makes more sparks itself so the seed
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to, with three pulses, or if you can"t reach your hand, three mental zaps
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are continuously being pulsed into our mental bodies. She mentioned that we should consider
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Pillar of Power Pulse) 15 "Rings" Gel Spheres & ASK- 0 & Con

ASK- 0 conception pulse) PartEKei Body- density 5 elemental planes & core Prana Seed
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and continually sends pulses of consciousness in for manifestation and receives other pulses
back

and receives other pulses back home for recirculation, to go back home with Source
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created by a pulse of consciousness that circulates consciousness from the wholeness of God

Page:  8

Source sends in pulses of consciousness continuously to keep fueling it. One draws in

in a back pulse, the one that draws in and sends it back to
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has a different pulse from the one above, from slow going up to high.
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Amoraea Wave circulates pulses of living God consciousness between God Source and the
eternal

as it circulates pulses of living God consciousness, the Eternal Life Stream, perpetually into

that transmits new pulses of God Force from the ManU Window and expands it
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Amoraea Wave circulates Pulses of Living God Consciousness between God-Source and the
Eternal

as it circulates pulses of Living God Consciousness the Eternal Life Stream perpetually into

that transmits new pulses of God Force from the ManU Window, expands it into
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up our Base Pulse Rhythms (BPR"s) and allow us to Transfigure our matter
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a different Base Pulse Rhythm. (d)b+c. 10. What has Human history

Page:  50

which is a Pulse Phase Cycle with 12 Harmonic Key Cycles where sparks are

Page:  51

on your Base Pulse Rhythm. You can end up seeing that probability as your

Page:  68

too much Base Pulse Rhythm in even the smallest bit ofthe spiritual energies. So

Page:  69

leap in Base Pulse Rhythm (BPR). That leads to the year of shift

Page:  72

accelerate the Base Pulse Rhythm of how fast it comes in and out. 12.
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BPR, or Base Pulse Rhythm. But, we can access them by changing our BPR

Page:  63

and the Tauren pulses and it sparks and it makes collections of sparks that

Page:  154

what your Base Pulse Rhythm is or how fast your Prana Seed is cycling.

Page:  158

spin and Base Pulse Rhythm as far as why do we see Earth, and

Page:  169

The Eternal Life pulse and Elum-Eiradhona Cosmos 24 Cell Cosmic Kryst Cluster Ok,

Page:  170

through its 1st Pulse Phase Cycle and forms the Harmonic Keys that we spoke

is doing a Pulse Phase Cycle and creating ... it"s going through 12 Harmonic
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on your Base Pulse Rhythm. You can end up seeing that probability as your

Page:  217

a certain Base Pulse Rhythm. It will amp your Base Pulse Rhythm once it"s

amp your Base Pulse Rhythm once it"s freed. It will give you an advantage

Page:  220

too much Base Pulse Rhythm in even the smallest bit of the spiritual energies.

Page:  234

accelerate the Base Pulse Rhythm of how fast it came in and out. So

Page:  242



harmonize the base pulse rhythms of Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007, All
Rights
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in like little pulses coming off of the center flame. And the center flame

Page:  250

like a big pulse coming off of the flame , the pinky flame. So,
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with the base pulse rhythm of the probability where indeed this fall occurred. There
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bit lower base pulse rhythm, so you could incarnate into them if you still

get your base pulse rhythm up to where you could clear the distortions, and
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do the base pulse rhythm leap, and then shift up into the frequency processing,

to the base pulse rhythm that was the original, the lowest point that you
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give us emotional impulses, and make us feel things by controlling our chemicals to
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(BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its atomic quantum to a "BPR" co-

Page:  53

into BPR, base pulse rhythm and we are able to encode the certain frequencies

end with the pulse that was coming to us and it was harnessed and

Page:  55

Tauren, the Tauren pulses, every time it pulses it makes sets ofsparks-Keylona Sparks

every time it pulses it makes sets ofsparks-Keylona Sparks that begin the process
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the D-4 pulse. We need to head that off at the pass, or
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already a pre-pulse, I felt it come through right after dinner, it was

that kind of pulse before, was when they activated the Wesedrak Spear of Destiny

was a Bourgha pulse coming in probably a pre-pulse, as they are sending

probably a pre-pulse, as they are sending stuff from the Bourgha Matrix through

things that these pulses can do, they attempted a reanimation, I don"t know if
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intercepted their 2 pulses, the Triangulation pulse that they had sent to try to

pulses, the Triangulation pulse that they had sent to try to take back the

to send the pulses into Giza that will start the forced Bardoah process so

those kinds of pulses. So the first technique that we will end up doing

why they can pulse into that- it is already compromised. On the D-31evel
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currents and the pulses from the Bourgha Matrix, the Triangulation pulses, and these are

Matrix, the Triangulation pulses, and these are what"s going to be progressively coming in.
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so when they pulse it, to try to split it and cause the ...
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grabbed those 2 pulses from the Bourgha, and held them, and turned them back
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are going to pulse and split, and once they split those they will be

There is a pulse coming through this one. What that means is, they"re aiming
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push off that pulse. It was like, incoming ... and it looked like a
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just got a pulse through this one, the big one. That was a pulse

That was a pulse through the big one, so it wasn"t hitting the emotional

the D-3 pulse. These bands are what are being used to literally control

Page:  83

is that they pulsed her so hard that first it created an accretion and

they threw the pulse so hard and fast that, that it threw the blood

is what these pulses can do, it"s heinous; it"s disgusting what they can do
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won"t receive that pulse that is coming through to Giza tomorrow, so it won"t

these extremely accelerated pulses. Right now the pulses they are throwing aren"t
accelerated, they

Right now the pulses they are throwing aren"t accelerated, they are usual stuff, and

the 3 Matrix pulses on their side, and trying to do a major hit

Page:  89

We"re actually receiving pulses of frequency of the Krystal River stream at this point.

your body, the pulses that the others are running It is something that will

from here these pulse rhythms. De-hydration is important, they are saying, with these

Page:  92

was take the pulse from Urta which is the one down off the coast

were sending another pulse that they called the A-pulse that was coming that

called the A-pulse that was coming that way and the B-pulse was



and the B-pulse was coming this way. That had come from the North

have the A-pulse and the B-pulse hit center and take over the

and the B-pulse hit center and take over the tower This is what

A- and B-pulses and they are feeding them in an Arc directly into

3 spin-back pulse. I think they probably got to Ruta through the Shasta

right before the pulse came over and hit us, when they took those out

Page:  93

hold off this pulse set, but they weren"t able to do it and I

Page:  94

do with scalar pulses, some of them are done on purpose, some of them

Page:  96

our Krystal River pulses coming through and there is enough of those coming through

Page:  107

we are getting pulsed with what they"re are calling a D-1 frequency of

Page:  112

BPR"s-the base pulse rhythms-that control the ... what are called the??? so

Page:  120

from there the pulse will create and get stronger and they"ll probably amplify them

Page:  151

in the base pulse rhythm. And it was funny because we had the radio

a particular base pulse rhythm and you could feel it accelerate in your body"s

Page:  154

there is a pulse of some sort coming in. Not directly at us but

Page:  159

keep BPR, base pulse rhythm. And to move the BPR in the grids, so

Page:  185

When the Tauren pulses, it pulls in. When it"s in its expanded state, it"s

pull in and pulse and that"s when they spark and then they go into

and then it pulses back out and it releases a burst of sparks that

Page:  188



with how many pulses of the Tauren create how many sparks. Those sparks align

Page:  193

six contraction/expansion pulses and replications and it creates ... and I"m not sure

Page:  260

build the Base Pulse Rhythm. We haven"t been directed to use it on any

Page:  306

goes through their pulse cycles making sets of 12 sparks every pulse, and sets

12 sparks every pulse, and sets of 12 sparks form what are called harmonic

Page:  307

a Tauren. It pulses 12 times and it makes 144 sparks and those 144

Page:  308

is Keylona spark pulse cycle-a spark generation Then the sparks form harmonic keys,

Page:  315

pulsing, where they pulse, make sparks, and the sparks give them a quantum they

Page:  325

quantum, and then pulses back out again, and that"s where you get the six

Page:  353

of the base pulse rhythms and activations that are coming through from Urtha"s core.

Page:  363

they"ll use certain pulses to tap that line. You"ll get half a line that"s

Page:  375

BPR [Base Pulse Rhythm] to bring it in on. Alright as far as

with the Base Pulse Rhythm of [A"sha sings the mantra slowly] and we"ll

Page:  447

build and these pulses get sent out because the frequencies that are being genera

Page:  455

be one main pulse a year and we"ve got the Transmutation Field of the

from the Bardoah pulses that are being set in motion because of what the

with the Triangulation pulses that they compacted the Gates with. Now I"m going to



Page:  481

make one phase pulse or phase-pulse and release one 12-point Mana-Burst

pulse or phase-pulse and release one 12-point Mana-Burst backflow return spark

Page:  483

make one phase pulse and release one 12 point Mana burst back flow return

Page:  489

believe does another pulse of its ASK-0 sets or its Rashalon sets and

is a 4-pulse expansion which means it goes 1-2-3 and 4,

you get one pulse, two pulse, three pulse and four pulse. That creates what

one pulse, two pulse, three pulse and four pulse. That creates what they call

two pulse, three pulse and four pulse. That creates what they call the RaSh

pulse and four pulse. That creates what they call the RaSh a AmorA body,

So, you have pulse 1 creates the RaSha 15 set, pulse 2 creates the

RaSha 15 set, pulse 2 creates the 03 atmospheric mental Amoraea Body 15 set

15 set The pulse 3 creates the 02 elemental Telluric physical-emotional Amoraea Body

15 set and pulse 4 creates the 01 etheric-atomic Amoraea Body 15 set

Page:  490

had those 4 pulses that came out and did the density and then the

two of those pulses, just so you can see, can start getting the idea

the 4 point pulse that create a 4 expansion, these become interesting. What happens

OK, yea, it pulses. OK, now this stays the same size I believe. It"s

Page:  491

generates the spark pulse currents that The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by

Page:  495

the whole base pulse rhythm of the outer domain bodies that our Eckasha is

Page:  533

harmony of base pulse rhythm. What we will be doing next is we are

Page:  547

Pillar of Power Pulse (gel) II Lifeborn Cycle STAGE-2 The ParTE"KEi Body

of Power phase-pulse t 1. Contraction -r- + ·ro"~> ..... --
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The Eternal Life Pulse and Elum"Eir-adhona Cosmos 24-Cell Cosmic Kryst Cluster .....

Page:  5

understand the Base Pulse Rhythm, how the information unfolds That"s why we haven"t
released

Page:  23

BPR, the base pulse rhythm, of the general work. It will help the Indigos

Page:  68

kind of like pulsed bang. It holds the same structures of the Rasha bodies,

Page:  83

chemically because they impulse us. They send us idea forms They send us dramas

Page:  85

which is base pulse rhythm, where they cannot be accessed by those that are

Page:  110

it. The base pulse rhythm running through this shield is much, much faster than

Page:  116

when the Red Pulse was coming, and it"s just like, everything stands still ...

Page:  117

into that Base Pulse Rhythm all right. So it"s good to work with the

Page:  140

like a "pulse through" on occasion, and that"s when you might get like

Page:  148

in waves like pulses and then stops. This is transmuting stuff in the bone



Page:  152

BPR, the Body Pulse Rhythm ... the base pulse rhythm is a little bit

... the base pulse rhythm is a little bit high in the Shield. All

this, the base pulse rhythm of the Shield after we"ve climbed up to the

Page:  156

picking up Base Pulse Rhythm actually, as we wait here. The AdonA are going

Page:  172

-like little pulse streamers- and then made this huge- going up, I can"t

Page:  204

Sparks, the Tauren pulses, it contracts in and makes Sparks and then pulses back

Sparks and then pulses back out and contracts in. It makes and collects Sparks

Page:  238

it"s called a pulse, right It contracts in and it makes a spark and

lines. So one pulse creates a spark that then goes phhtt, and becomes 121ittle

up with 12 pulses, you create a set of 12, 12 point sparks so

the first 12 pulses. The next thing that happens is, there"s a larger contraction

when the 12 pulse hits, there"s enough quantum generated that it makes the whole

Page:  239

more this thing pulses and makes more sparks and makes more sets of harmonic

Page:  240

on the next pulse they both go back in, come back out You keep

Page:  241

Tauren starts its pulse phasing where it generates sparks and creates takeyon cycles. So

or the 12 pulses that made 12 sparks. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  242

out, of spark pulse currents coming out These are, everytime a replica happens, the

form a spark pulse current that begins what"s called the Krystal Spiral. The Krystal

Page:  243

keep going through pulse cycles and it will keep building more quantum. So, what

Page:  304



flicker, like a pulse that sometimes you could see, you can catch a blue

catch a blue pulse coming off, like an aqua blue pulse, the Aqualene color.

an aqua blue pulse, the Aqualene color. When you take that back one step,

they would first pulse in, and eventually, when you"re going into Krystar activations ...
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they"ll actually be pulses of frequency that are coming through the eyes. They will

Page:  306

literally, the 12 pulses coming through, where they"ll be on the full 12 axis,

Page:  313

but like in pulses. Then we started getting green divers. People. Lots oL there"s

Page:  329

waiting for certain pulse waves to come through that carry specific data. And the

Page:  341

PartikE, and each pulse creates a set of 12 sparks and it fills the

Page:  343

where the PartikE pulses, it makes sparks, the sparks build up to form Harmonic

Page:  346

I think 12 Pulses, every pulse creates a set of 12 sparks and after

12 Pulses, every pulse creates a set of 12 sparks and after 12 pulses

and after 12 pulses you get a set of 144 sparks, and that"s enough

Page:  350

Yunasai doing its pulse cycle, generate enough quantum, popping off into Source and coming

these 6 layers pulse and interact with each other, and again, they pull into

Page:  351

It"s another little pulse in, and a Bing, Bong, Boom, and it gives you

when this thing pulses, and it will pulse because these things will contract into

and it will pulse because these things will contract into the center and then

Page:  366

the right base pulse rhythms, of the Kristiac base pulse rhythms you"ll progressively be

the Kristiac base pulse rhythms you"ll progressively be able to- well, first you would



Page:  367

and spark and pulse, because all of these things pulse, they contract and make

of these things pulse, they contract and make sparks and then release and release

7 Inner Suns-pulse and do their quantum leap thing, where they pull into

Page:  380

BPR [base pulse rhythm] where we can go into -I think they

Page:  387

say from the pulse before going all the way out, coming back, Turnaround, interfacing

Page:  397

the 3 bodies pulse into and out of the Creation Point So they kind

And when they pulse they form the 3 DhaLA Spirit Doors or Spirit Light

Page:  415

on longer; the pulses of that frequency coming in will be more sustained. When

Page:  426

on the base pulse rhythms of the natural transfiguration cycles. These will progressively get

Page:  438

own natural base pulse rhythm, where there will be times when the Eiradonis body

Page:  471

whole thing to pulse into the middle, which will allow for us to actually

bit of the pulse in and out, and it would have allowed us to

Page:  520

Pillar of Power pulse) 15 "Rings" gel spheres, 15 "Spans" crystal Orbs,

ASK-0 conception pulse) ParTE"KEi Body 5 Elemental Density Planes, Core Prana Seed, and

Page:  529

The Eternal Life Pulse and Elum"Eir-adhona Cosmos 24-Cell Cosmic Kryst Cluster "

Body contracts and pulses once, giving birth to the Elum"Eir-adhona Ecousha-TA "
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created enough base pulse rhythm, would raise its base pulse rhythm high enough to

raise its base pulse rhythm high enough to make the first 45 degree shift

Page:  21

about the Base Pulse Rhythm having to do with the minimum rate of expansion

differential in Base Pulse Rhythm. So, if you look at something like me and

BPR or Base Pulse Rhythm progressively, to bring it into alignment, first, through the

Page:  24

fast the core pulse of expansion and contraction of energy is in each one.

Page:  30

do with base pulse rhythm, how fast expansion and contraction rate it has, and

Page:  64

to stop that pulse, to put a barrier around this space, because we are

Page:  86

is trying to pulse them. It"d be interesting to see. I didn"t have time

because of the pulses that were just sent through there. So we haven"t had

Page:  99

of where that pulse might be about now-well at least where it was

good indication of pulses either just passed through, incoming sometime soon, or just left

Page:  116

slower BPR, Base Pulse Rhythm. It was going to take them much longer to

Page:  126

It"s all Scalar Pulse lnfrasound Technology that is used, the whole Black Hole stuff

Page:  164



Time Rip Triangulation pulses. And she" They"re referring to the sun as "she"

Page:  165

dis-harmonic scalar pulses that spread like an electrical virus through the Ley Lines

Page:  187

receive the first pulse of the REi-ShA-ic Spark Return. It just takes

comes in, in pulses so it doesn"t like flatten you. So it comes in,

in a cyclic pulse type thing over a 12 hour period. As this occurs-

Page:  212

(BPR-Base Pulse Rhythm) of its atomic quantum to a "BPR" co-

Page:  213

BPR" ("Base Pulse Rhythm") and "Planetary Shield" (morphogenetic field) of the

Page:  222

Body BPR; Base pulse rhythm a "perfect form perpetually at age 33.") Which
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were, that original pulse you came in on, your Monad and your God-Seed

Page:  7

as a big pulse of consciousness that broke itself down into many little pulses.

into many little pulses. On your way back up, those pulses are recollecting themselves,

back up, those pulses are recollecting themselves, and reassembling themselves. There are
pulses of

themselves. There are pulses of consciousness that come through these patterns; there will
be

there will be pulses from the God Matrix itself that will pulse into the

itself that will pulse into the God-Seed, and it"s not just once; they

continue this constant pulse. So one of you came in on a pulse of

in on a pulse of consciousness that will have its own particular rhythms. As

on that same pulse of consciousness. This is the process of Ascension and expansion.
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in on our pulse of consciousness, there is a level of our gestalt consciousness

Page:  14

longer be being impulsed by something you wouldn"t want to serve. Even if you

Page:  26

one of the pulses of consciousness that came purely out of the Melchizedek Cloister,

are of a pulse of consciousness that came out of one of the other
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telepathic energy-vibration-impulse that yes, it sounds like words. but my e·
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End: Eternal Life Pulse and ElumEiradhona Cosmic 24-Cell Cosmic Kryst Cluster (Cosmic
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a certain base pulse rhythm or core vibration would determine whether or not we

Page:  9

leap in base pulse rhythm that is caused by certain things that are naturally

Page:  47

a certain base pulse rhythm, you don"t make the rest. And they would have

Page:  48

do with base pulse rhythm alignments , actually. So, they haven"t gone that far,

Page:  104

with the Base Pulse Rhythm that the Aquafereion Shield, and that the Host is

Page:  107

where the Base Pulse Rhythm jumps because the AdorA and the EtorA sides on
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a "red pulse" and "catching" the sun"s Ring-1 gamma burst. It
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states: Etaur Consciousness Pulse from Source Field progresses through core of AahJhA
Hydro-Acoustic
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"12-Point Pulse" of Golden Mana Light outward from the ZeionSpark in your
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starts with a pulse of consciousness that emanates out from the RaSha Body, continues
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"12-Point Pulse" of Golden Mana Light outward from the Zeion-Spark in

a 12-point pulse downward into the Allurean Chambers. The MCEO Freed om Teachings

Page:  19

releases a "Pulse of Electric-Blue Energy" downward along the Ascension Line. Sense

this "ElectricBlue Pulse" as it "runs the Ascension Line" downward through your

Page:  20

"Electric-Blue Pulse" has passed through you and entered MedianAscension-Earth Core,
INHALE

"Electric-Blue Pulse" back upward along the Ascension-Line and into the AzurA.

"Electric-Blue Pulse" firmly within the AzurA. 18. EXHALE forcefully, using the Exhale

"Electric-Blue Pulse" off of the Ascension Line and outward into the 12-
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BPRs (Base-Pulse-Rhythms) of the "I Am Body-consciousness" and the
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urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions and feelings that often work counter to the
life
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of the metatronic pulses running through the grids. Sometimes you might wake up in

Page:  65

override the Angelic Impulse. The act of creation is the means by which the

by which the impulse of Angelic Mind is brought into the here and now.

to consider the impulses that are coming from the Shadow; and to insist you

to consider the impulses that are moving through your fields so you can choose

the Angelic Mind impulse. And if you can carry that through your sleep state

Angelic and Shadow impulses are all about love and fear. In the Bermuda workshop,
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to send Ashalum pulse toward, THEN repeat 4th line "Command" to release Ashalum

to release Ashalum Pulse. 6. Use FULL command encryption EVERY day in A.M.

TUR authorization/release pulse "Command") The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by
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urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions and feelings that often work counter to the
life
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encrypts the Base Pulse Rhythm of Earths" present Ascending Time-Wave into the Monadic
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Healing-Light Radiation-pulse Transmissions. The FOL "09 Aquai"-ah de So-La"-
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Water" currents "pulse" down the "7 Buddha Streamers", progressively filling your Kara-
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BPR (base pulse rhythm) of the Mliky Way system. We need to reverse
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of following energy pulses. There"s something in the structure where you can still have

Page:  43

their Core Base Pulse Rhythm is birthed from the same encryption It would just

to change Base Pulse Rhythms. So, it helps to understand the coordinates you"re aiming

create the Base Pulse Rhythm that will actually get you there. If you get

Page:  55

the right Base Pulse Rhythm and Angular Rotation of Particle Spin corresponding to the

Page:  75

BPRs, or Base Pulse The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  108

This is when pulses come through from these systems, and if you have any

almost an immediate pulse that has come through, and you happen to look at

Page:  109

can send a pulse through and ride on it because these guys control the

we can get pulsed directly from the Core of the Bourgha Matrix, and they

Page:  111

accelerating the Base Pulse Rhythm and the encryption in the Planetary Core, or the

Page:  115

BPR (Base Pulse Rhythm) rotations, or escalations, that would bring us to a

Page:  125

BPR"s, or Base Pulse Rhythms of each of those 1 through 12 Probability Fields,

Page:  137

spark like a pulse of light and it activates to the next level the
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it was a pulse beam. OK, but I did feel this weird vibration sense
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1 ~ Red Pulse • Possessor awakened and trapped in body by Radial Harness

Deane 1st Red Pulse Spike; possessor and Secondary Neurocircuitry reawakens; body
engages frequency overload

Page:  39

progressively engages Red Pulse annihilation starting with D-1 up. Personality may experience
"

begins": 15 Red Pulse phase-pulses begin into D-1 Etheric Template from Rash

Red Pulse phase-pulses begin into D-1 Etheric Template from Rash a Body.

Body. "Red Pulse Extraction Current" downloads into Etheric Template. Possessor "freaks out,"

Dust as Red Pulse annihilation wave runs into body and fields from Rasha to
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BPR or Base Pulse Rhythm and the Base Pulse Rhythm is the Core Vibration

and the Base Pulse Rhythm is the Core Vibration at any given moment of

and the Base Pulse Rhythm of that Core Encryption that aligns us with different

Page:  13

the Alpha-Omega pulses. So we will progressively be getting that mess in our

Page:  31

the "Base Pulse Rhythm" or "BPR". It is the "BPR" of
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BPR (Base Pulse Rhythm) of our personal Encryption Lattices out of the planetary

Page:  69

to a 55 pulse, which will create the 55 spin activations in the Merkaba
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the artificial Time Pulse here. And with the activations that are occurring in 2012

Page:  90

the artificial time pulse rhythms from here. So you have the false front which

Page:  91

because the time pulse is accelerating. The exterior time pulse is accelerating. And what

The exterior time pulse is accelerating. And what that means is the interior time

the interior time pulse is decelerating, all right. So how much energy is actually

Page:  172

the organic time pulse, and it is accelerating and it is making it faster

the organic time pulse, and it accelerated to where it was 25,920. That"s like

Page:  174



build a frequency pulse, or 10 or more, to hit the Rod and make
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burst of scalar pulse. Can we see down the bottom honey, please? But the
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the "Base Pulse Rhythm" or "BPR." It is the "BPR" of
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BPR (Base Pulse Rhythm) of our personal Encryption Lattices out of the planetary
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Currents continually carry pulses of the individuated consciousness through the Transduction
Sequence from the

Page:  23

and continually sends pulses of consciousness in for manifestation and receives other pulses
back

and receives other pulses back home for recirculation, to go back home with Source-

Page:  24

created by a pulse of consciousness that circulates consciousness from the wholeness of God

Page:  26

Source sends in pulses of consciousness continuously to keep fueling it. One draws in
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has a different pulse from the one above, from slow going up to high.

Page:  46

Amoraea Wave circulates Pulses of Living God Consciousness between God-Source and the
Eternal

as it circulates pulses of Living God Consciousness-the Eternal Life Stream perpetually into

that transmits new pulses of God Force from the ManU Window, expands it into

Page:  53

(or Base Pulse Rhythm) of the stream of consciousness created by the first

to create spark pulse currents, the currents that make up the units of space

Page:  57

to prevent Red Pulse vaporization), we have a new Host Option which takes us

Page:  62

carries the Base Pulse Time Rhythm generated by the Monad. The living frequency spirals



Page:  64

particles (base pulse rhythm) of different systems in relationship to each other. Through

Page:  69

bodies amplified base pulse rhythms of a new time line with which we are

through which Red Pulse progresses slowly one Reuche Pillar at a time, one per

Page:  71

time the lauren pulses it generates sets of keys based on groupings of 12.
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the Eternal Spark Pulse Currents that become the EM waves that form the fabric
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the correct base pulse rhythm increments so that we catch the Krystal Spiral (
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ASK-0 Oron-pulse ~;t 1. Contraction _~.._. +,,..(.. _ 2.E x

Page:  49

The Eternal Life Pulse and Elum"Eir-adhona Cosmos 24~Cell Cosmic Kryst Cluster "

Body contracts and pulses once, giving birth to the Elum"Eir-adhona Ecousha-TA "

Page:  59

Core Base . Pulse Rhythm of 21 213 RTN drops to 14 4/9.

Page:  68

Pillar of Power pulse) 15 "Rings" gel spheres, 15 "Spans" crystal Orbs,

ASK-0 conception pulse) ParTE"KEi Body 5 Elemental Density Planes, Core Prana Seed, and
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shield. The Bub Pulses will begin from Bub pulse 12 (around January, 2006)

begin from Bub pulse 12 (around January, 2006) and progressi\·ely come

etc). Each Bub pulse that comes in will need to be "caught" by

system. The Bub pulse will then be anchored into Reuche 13 and the Indigo
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magnetid scalar·pulse programs and astral Tagging_ Thougb t~ illuminati hybrid Sleeyer races
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relay directional electrical impulse and information from the ~Superconscious Mind into
Cr!lnlar

of electric:al impulse from the Soul Matrix into the Subconscious Mind/Cellular Memory.

to the guiding impulses of the Superconscious Miod!Soul Matrix . Due to ancient

code the electrical impulses from the Soul Matrix are unable to fully process into

the body. The impulses "pool" within the bioenergetic field creating an area of
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represents a continual pulse of energetic substance that moves from the God..sttd. into
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form of electrtcal tmpulses Through the natural bto-cbenual and R f electncal tnnslatton

words as electrical impulse patterns. lmage translations come in the same way. oo mental

dearly felt electrical impulses that carry complete images and one"s mind just knows the

of those electrical impulses, as if the impulses bypass sensory translation and appears as

as if the impulses bypass sensory translation and appears as direct cognition. In Kf"yloutic
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T~ eltttn cal impulses emerging from the onl and wrinm language forms effect the
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force to the tmpulse toward forward n:o.lw.ion- True beahng comes when
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fixed ~lectromagnehc impulse panems, but each sense transbt~s into meaning only the

sequenc~ of electromagnetic impulse panons) that use its natural language. As tbt b1ology
receives



ongma.l electromagnetic impulse sequence tbat were ptC.b:d up by the ind1viduaJ
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of coded electncal Lmpulse. but also sCores the \"el)" codH ofttanslation. the Keylonta
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(Electro-magnetic pulse) technologies (See: IIA.A.RP.. Psychoqop.iC$), Remote viewing,
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perceive~ set of pulses bere but we don"t see the other and vice-\-

urut of electrotonal pulse that emanates or comes out &om the Yunasai. get
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unit of electrotonal pulse that emanates or comes out from the Yunasai, get prOJected
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m.anipulating the impulse: codes inrrinsic the human b1ology hteral ""reality pictures" can~

Through marupulating the impulse codes intrinsic the hwmn b1ology hteral " reality picrures"
can
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B1o-neurologacal scalar pulse transmission. (Elecrromagne11c Pulse - EMP - transmission)
MarupulatJon technology

transmission. (Elecrromagne11c Pulse - EMP - transmission) MarupulatJon technology 111 use
by Fall~
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Force Currents continually pulses of the individuated consciousntss through the Tons£1uction
Srnueocr from~

tind, translates these impulses into pan ems recogwzable to the walkwg personahty and
asstst
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of the lMl pulses associated with the StarFlrf. In Wir place. Ale oftht Coyroam
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through which the pulse of God Mind perpetually splt"als consciousness into ind1Vidualiz.:uion
and
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\"ia electrical impulses sr:nt mto the HU-t body through the Ip<>

O\-erride the impulses sent to it by the Soul Matrix, but the htghest
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sequeo.tl.al pulses, through the lower-dimeostooal Merbba Ftelds of the body. When

wa\·e pulses appnr as an wfuston of colored electricity or light spectra..
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flame. which circulates pulses ofli\lng God consciousness wto and out of manifestation,
anchored
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